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Audience

About This Manual

This manual describes Dynamic Menus, an optional component of PIE/CICS. Dynamic
Menus provides the capability to create custom menus with an ISPF-like editor. These
menus incorporate many of the functions provided by PIE/CICS to create a multi-session
CICS environment that gives users near-instantaneous access to their daily applications.

Audience
This book is intended for system administrators responsible for installing and implementing
PIE/CICS at their site. Readers are expected to understand CICS and MVS concepts.
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How This Manual is Organized
This manual consists of eight chapters and two appendixes. Listed below are the titles and a
brief description of each chapter and appendix.

• Chapter 1 Introduction
Explains the benefits of using Dynamic Menus in a typical multi-region CICS
environment.

• Chapter 2 Customizing Dynamic Menus
Describes the procedures to customize Dynamic Menus after it has been installed.

• Chapter 3 Creating Menus
Provides a series of procedures that describe the planning steps to create custom
menus with the Menu utility. The chapter concludes with a section that describes the
steps to create a menu.

• Chapter 4 Defining Menu Commands
Describes procedures to associate commands and applications to options included
on a menu.

• Chapter 5 Defining Menu Security
Explains how to use Dynamic Menus internal security and an external security product
to enforce user access to individual options shown on a menu.

• Chapter 6 Case Studies
Presents a series of example scenarios that demonstrate how custom menus
prepared by Dynamic Menus can be used in typical situations.

• Chapter 7 Using Dynamic Menus
Describes PIE commands and navigational techniques to move between menus and
applications

• Chapter 8 Production and Maintenance
Describes ongoing maintenance to Dynamic Menus after it has been initially installed
and customized.

• Appendix A Customer Service
Describes procedures to report problems with PIE/CICS to UNICOM Systems, Inc. Software
Customer Service.

• Appendix B PIEEXEC API
Explains how to use the PIEEXEC API to pass PIE commands between applications.
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Recommended Reading

Recommended Reading
The title and a brief description of all PIE/CICS manuals are shown in the following lists.
Some manuals provide common information that applies to both the common and optional
components of PIE/CICS. Other manuals pertain only to optional PIE/CICS components.
These manuals need to be read only if these products are part of the PIE/CICS system
installed at your site.

Common Manuals
These manuals provide common information that applies to both the shared and optional
components of the PIE/CICS family.

• PIE/CICS Installation Guide
Includes a series of procedures to install PIE/CICS.

• PIE/CICS Release Notes
Describes new features or enhancements to PIE/CICS that are part of Release 3.5.0

• PIE/CICS Command Reference
Describes PIE/CICS Application and Environment commands.

• PIE/CICS Customization Reference
Describes common procedures to adapt PIE/CICS to your site’s requirements.

• PIE/CICS Operation and Administration Guide
Describes common features or facilities that are available to all PIE/CICS products.
Performance tuning techniques and implementing security also are described.

• REXX for PIE/CICS User Guide
Describes how to write, compile, and execute SAA-compliant REXX programs that
operate within a PIE/CICS external environment.

• PIE/CICS Custom Menus Administration Guide
Describes how to create custom MultiCICS and Dynamic Menu screens that provide
alternate language support.
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Optional Manuals
These manuals describe optional PIE/CICS components.

• PIE/CICS MultiCICS Administration Guide
Provides customization procedures and usage information to support multiple
PIE/CICS sessions with MultiCICS.

• PIE/CICS Dynamic Menus Administration Guide
Describes how to create custom PIE/CICS menus that provide extended security and
enhanced transaction processing.

• PIE/CICS NetGate Administration Guide
Explains how to access multiple VTAM applications through a PIE/CICS session with
NetGate.

• PIE/CICS NetMizer Administration Guide
Describes how to use NetMizer to optimize 3270-based data streams.

• PIE/CICS Availability Plus Administration Guide
Explains how to use Availability Plus to distribute and balance work across multiple
CICS regions.

• PIE/CICS NonStop CICS Administration Guide
Describes how to use NonStop CICS to route work across CICS regions to balance
the workload and minimize down time in the event of a region failure.
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Syntax Conventions

Syntax Conventions
A syntax diagram is included with each PIE/CICS command described in this manual. A
syntax diagram shows the possible parameters, values, and variables associated with a
command.
Syntax diagrams adhere to common conventions. The physical appearance of a diagram’s
elements indicates whether a command parameter, variable, or other values are required,
optional, or included by default.

• An underlined parameter is the default assigned to the command.
• Command names are presented in MIXed case. The uppercase portion of a
command name is the requisite abbreviated form. Lowercase letters represent the
optional remainder of the command name that need not be specified to execute the
command.

• An italicized lowercase parameter represents a value assigned by the user.
• A vertical bar ( | ) separates two or more mutually exclusive parameter values. Only
one value can be specified for each parameter.

• Parameters enclosed within brackets [ ] are optional. Only one value can be specified
to a parameter.

• Parameters values enclosed within braces { } are required. If unspecified, the
parameter default is assigned to the command.

• Monospace type indicates a screen field or an example of a PIE/CICS command
entered on the screen.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Dynamic Menus provides three main benefits. It:

• simplifies access to applications
• allows you to organize and lend structure to your transactions
• increases control over transaction processing
Dynamic Menus offers the following features:

• You create menus using a full-screen, ISPF-like editor.
• Menus can be customized dynamically for each user to display only the applications
that user is permitted to access. Unauthorized menu lines can be omitted from the
display or displayed in protected mode.

• You have two levels of security for each menu line: protect menu lines based on your
external security rules and on Dynamic Menus internal security. Menu line security can
be re-checked for each user at regular intervals.

• All applications are supported, and no customization is required.
• You can access other VTAM applications in other sessions. There are three
commands to switch sessions: TSWITCH, PASS, and ACCESS. Logging on and
transferring control to another region can be automatic and completely transparent to
the user.

• You can execute scripts from a menu to automate end-user processes.
• You can stack transactions to execute multiple transactions in sequence. If these
transactions do not require terminal input to end, they are executed immediately—
similar to a CLIST in TSO.

• You can use AutoEnd to eliminate the CICS blank screen. AutoEnd returns control to
the menu when a transaction ends.

• You can customize menus with user-defined titles, comments, and variables such as
terminal ID, user ID, time, date, etc.

• You can create tutorial menus, bulletin boards, help, and news files—making your
system more user-friendly.

• You can fast-path through menus: 3.1 will select item #3 on the current menu and
item #1 from the next.

• If only one menu line remains after menu line security, that menu line can be selected
for the user automatically.

• You can use our API to incorporate dynamic menus into home-grown applications.
• With Dynamic Transaction Routing, you can execute the same transaction on multiple
CICS AORs and transactions that aren’t defined in the TOR. You specify which AOR
you want to execute the transaction on the menu line or in an exit.
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• You can set up menu lines to accept arguments from users. For example, a menu line
could accept a customer number or a parameter that indicates which function of the
application the user wants to execute. You can also define default argument values for
menu lines.

• Menus can be of any length.
Customer Services (CSV03JJC) -------------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
Wed Mar 21 (99.080)
VTAM Node:VTM01005
CICSPROD
_ O

ORDER

- Purchase Orders

_ B

BACKLOG

- Update backlog database

_ BR

BACKRPT

- Print backlog report

_ A
_ AT

ACCOUNT

- Search account by name
- Tutorial for ACCOUNT

_ F

FORECAST - Sales forecast by month

_ X

Exit
**END**

F1=Help

===>

===> Mar

- Exit Menu

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

Need for menus
In a native CICS environment, users get the CICS blank screen and they must enter full
transactions. When one transaction is finished, users have to enter another transaction.
There is nothing on the screen to assist them.
Because users have to enter transaction IDs and arguments, they need to be trained in the
precise syntax of their transactions. If the transaction syntax is complex or cryptic, there is
plenty of room for error and frustration. Changes in transaction syntax require user
re-training. The consequence of these problems is low productivity and high operating cost.

Lack of Structure
Users must weave through a maze of transaction IDs. They may not get a clear view of how
transactions work together, which transactions go with which application.

2
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Why Dynamic Menus?

Security
At a blank screen, users can enter anything. They may discover transactions that haven’t
been adequately secured. In addition, transactions are authorized on an all or nothing basis.
There is no way to control the arguments for a transaction.

Why Dynamic Menus?
Many installations create menu applications to get around the problems described above.
While these menus help, often they do not completely eliminate the CICS blank screen.
When users sign on, they get the blank screen and must enter the menu transaction. From
time to time, users must enter another transaction to bring up a different menu or application.
Most CICS menu systems give control to a menu line by either transferring control to a
program with the XCTL command or using ATI START to start a transaction. These menu
facilities suffer from the following problems:

• You have to modify programs to work with the menu. This is a maintenance
headache. It also means that you cannot access third party applications from the
menu.

• Menu displays are usually hard-coded, have very little flexibility, and are not
customizable based on user or terminal ID. Users see menu options they are not
permitted to use, which creates problems with usability and security.

• During an ATI START, the keyboard is unlocked before the transaction is started.
Eager users can enter data that causes their CICS sessions to terminate or hang.

• When a menu uses XCTL, all work is performed under the menu transaction. Since all
CICS performance monitors and chargeback systems use transaction ID for reporting
and billing purposes, this makes your activity analysis reports relatively meaningless.

• There is a more serious drawback in using XCTL: since external security is done by
transaction ID, performing all work under the menu’s authorized transaction ID
invalidates external security for any transactions executed through the menu.

• In CICS versions before 3.3, you cannot XCTL to an application on a MRO system.
• Using ATI START avoids the problems mentioned above. However, with ATI START,
there is more overhead due to the long path length of ATI scheduling and terminal
bidding. This is especially high in MRO environments. This overhead can substantially
increase response time.
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How Dynamic Menus Solves the Problem
Dynamic Menus uses a different method, called transaction XCTL, which “XCTL’s” to the
transaction instead of the program. This method solves all of these problems.

• It supports all your applications without modification. If you can execute a transaction,
you can execute it with transaction XCTL. You can execute in-house programs,
vendor programs, CICS commands, programs that run in MRO, programs that run in
other VTAM regions.

• Each transaction runs under its own transaction ID. That means external security can
protect applications by transaction ID. Your monitor program can provide meaningful
data on resource usage. Your charge back systems can differentiate between
applications.

• When the transaction ends, control is returned to the menu through AutoEnd.
AutoEnd detects when a transaction (conversational or pseudo conversational) ends,
and AutoEnd automatically returns control to the menu.

• When it executes the transaction, Dynamic Menus also passes the TIOA. So you can
pass the transaction any arguments you like. That means you can execute a particular
function of a transaction using a menu line.

• The transaction XCTL method does not unlock the keyboard when the application
starts. Users cannot enter data at the terminal to interfere with processing.

☞

While Dynamic Menus does not ordinarily use ATI START or XCTL to a program, it is
flexible, and it allows you to specify either of these methods to execute a particular menu
line.

User Benefits
With Dynamic Menus, users don’t have to remember their transaction IDs or arguments or
even which region a transaction runs in. Their primary menu can come up automatically at
signon, so they don’t even have to know the transaction ID of the menu.
Dynamic Menus shields the user from the CICS blank screen, always returning the user to a
menu after an application ends.
In addition, Dynamic Menus allows you to provide help for each menu and menu line. You
can provide online documentation for an application or a menu.
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Controlled Work Flow
Dynamic Menus can help control and organize work flow within a group The most obvious
way is through the content and organization of menus themselves. Dynamic Menus allows
you to create a system of hierarchical menus that group related tasks together. More
importantly, the organization of menus can replicate the normal sequence of tasks that users
complete as part of their daily work. User simply choose options from a sequence of menus
to complete a task.
For example, suppose a Finance department routinely uses five accounts payable
transactions, four accounts receivable transactions, a customer database, and a vendor
database. You could create a menu like so:
Accounts Receivable:
Account Inquiry
Customer Name Inquiry
Cash Application
Adjustments
Maintain Customer Database
Accounts Payable:
Invoices Inquiry
Vendor Name Inquiry
Check Inquiry

Another solution is to create a system of hierarchical menus that separates financial
transactions into functional groups. In the following figure, a master menu presents two
options that display separate menus for the accounts payable and accounts receivable
transactions.
Master Menu:
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable

Accounts Payable:

Accounts Receivable:
Account Inquiry

Invoices Inquiry

Customer Name Inquiry

Vendor Name Inquiry

Cash Application

Check Inquiry

Adjustments

Enter Invoices

This concept can be extended by including subordinate menus for specialized transactions
that are rarely used. In the following figure, three additional transactions for month-end
processing have been placed within subordinate menus. Users have access to these rarely
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used transactions, but they are kept separate to avoid cluttering other menus:
Master Menu:
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable

Accounts Payable:

Accounts Receivable:

Invoices Inquiry

Account Inquiry

Vendor Name Inquiry

Customer Name Inquiry

Check Inquiry

Cash Application

Enter Invoices

Adjustments

Adjustments

Maintain Customer Database

Maintain Vendor Database

Month-End Processing:

Month-End Processing:
Accounts Paid

Invoices Paid

Accounts Due Over 30 Days

Invoices Due Over 30 days

Accounts Payable in 30 Days

Invoices Payable in 30 days

Notice, too, that database transactions are repeated at every level. They are needed for work
with all these transactions and, because you can execute a transaction from as many menu
lines as you like, you can place a transaction wherever it is needed.
Dynamic Menus is extremely flexible. So your system doesn’t have to be quite as neat and
tidy as our example. Let’s say that you have seven groups of applications that fit roughly into
the following structure:
A

B

D
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User Benefits

Now let’s say that users in Menu D frequently need to access functions in Menu G. It is an
inconvenience to have to backtrack all the way from Menu D to Menu A and then make your
way down to Menu G. The solution is to add a menu line that connects Menu G to Menu D.

A

B

D

C

E

F

G

AutoEnd and the Process Stack
When a user ends an application, AutoEnd returns control to the previous
Master
menu that executed the application. So, using our Accounts Payable and
Menu
Receivable menus from page 6, let’s say the user is in “Accounts Payable in 30
Days.” He ends that transaction and returns to the Month-End Processing
menu. He ends out of that menu and returns to Accounts Payable menu. When Accounts
Receivable
he ends out of that menu, he returns to the main menu.
What happens when the user ends out of the final menu depends on a variety
of factors, which you control. In some circumstances he will be returned to the Month -End
Processing
logon panel. In others, he could get the CICS blank screen.
The important thing is that AutoEnd remembers the path you took to arrive at
your position. As you end out of applications, it will retrace your steps.

☞

Application

AutoEnd is not automatic for non-PIE/CICS transactions. You must specify AutoEnd with
the AE command. See “AutoEnd” on page 51, for more information.

Passing Commands and Arguments from a Menu
Dynamic Menus allows you to pass an argument with a transaction code. That means you
can execute particular functions of a transaction using a menu line. If it helps your users, you
can break transaction functions up into multiple menu lines. For example, a help desk menu
could have separate menu lines for CEMT I TERM and CEMT I TASK.
When you set up menus by function, you can also set up menu lines and even whole menus
of CICS and PIE/CICS commands. For example, you can set up a menu of CICS printers.
Users can reassign their printers by executing a menu line.
Whether you create whole menus of commands or you integrate them with other
transactions, using menus helps make those commands more accessible to users.
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Sequencing Transactions
When you group applications by user function, you can add another important benefit:
sequencing. Suppose that your users perform a process that requires three separate
transactions executed in sequence. You can group these transactions on the menu in the
order they are to be executed. The user is reminded of the sequence by the menu structure.
Sequencing transactions can be taken further. Suppose that once a user enters one
transaction, it is a sure thing that he will need the next two in sequence. You can set up a
single menu line to execute all three, one after the other. The user doesn’t have remember
the order, or even that he must execute three separate functions. He simply executes the
menu line that names the activity he wants to perform: “DO THIS.”

Scripting
Again, take the concept one step further. Suppose that a user performs the same routine
every time he wants to perform a certain function. Let’s say that he logs on to a new CICS
region, starts a transaction, and progresses through three screens before he gets where he
needs to be. The process would be much quicker and more convenient if it were automated.
With PIE/CICS, you can automate it. You can create a PIE/REXX program or a “play-back”
script.
PIE/REXX complies with SAA REXX and executes under PIE/CICS. It contains special
environment commands that allow you to view and manipulate screens and perform other
CICS functions. You can use PIE/REXX to automate a whole host of user activities.
When you create a play-back script, you simply key in the user task at the terminal. You can
use PIE/CICS variables for variable data—for example, for user ID and password. The script
records your keystrokes along with the variables. When you execute the script, it executes
your keystrokes with the variables’ current values.
In both cases the intervening processing can be transparent to the user. Users don’t see
what is required to access the function. They see only that the function appears when they
select the item from the menu. Users are free to concentrate on the business task at hand,
rather than on the process of using the mainframe.

Single System Image
You can create a complex of menus that execute programs on multiple VTAM applications.
When users select a menu option that accesses another VTAM application, they can be:

• disconnected from or signed off their current application
• automatically signed on to the target application
• placed in a program on the target application
—all transparently. From the users’ point of view, they are working with a single system, from
a single signon.
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Dynamic Menus and MultiCICS
If you run MultiCICS, you can prepare menus to open a new session each time a menu
option is selected. Users can switch to other applications without having to end those they
are still using.
Because dynamic menus are more customizable than the Sessions menu, and because they
have menu line security which is unavailable for the Sessions menu, a dynamic menu can
make an excellent substitute for the Sessions menu.
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Programming Benefits
Security
Dynamic Menus gets its name from the fact that it changes the menus dynamically for each
user. The most important change it makes is in the area of security.
With Dynamic Menus, you create general menus with applications for many different users.
Then, when a user accesses a menu, Dynamic Menus removes any menu options the user is
not authorized to execute. Users don’t see options they cannot use. So they are neither
frustrated nor enticed by them.
When Dynamic Menus determines what options a user is authorized to execute, it checks
with external security for authorization. It also checks with its own security. Internal security
can authorize or deny users access to a menu or line based on:

•
•
•
•

☞

User ID
Terminal ID
Security key
Expiration date

With Customization Options, you can choose to have unauthorized menu lines displayed
in protected mode. You can also have Dynamic Menus re-check security for each user
at regular intervals.

Eliminate the CICS Blank Screen
With Dynamic Menus you can eliminate the blank screen, which is another benefit to security.
If users don’t have access to the blank screen, they can’t experiment with transaction IDs
just to see what they can do.

Secure Portions of a Transaction
By combining the following features—

• Creating menu lines that execute a particular function of a transaction
• Securing menu lines individually, using Dynamic Menus internal security
• Preventing users from accessing the CICS blank screen
—you can secure particular functions of a transaction. For example, suppose that
transaction ABCD tracks salespeople, their clients, and their sales and commissions. There
is a great deal of administrative work to be done to maintain the data on salespeople and
their clients. You want this work to be done by a low-level administrator. However you don’t
want the administrator to know the commissions each salesperson is receiving. So, you set
up a menu line to access the SP function, which updates the salespeople’s database, and
the CL function, which updates the client’s database. You leave these menu lines unsecured.
Then you set up another menu line for the full transaction, ABCD, which you secure. The
administrator will be able to see and use the unsecured functions. He won’t see and will not
be able to access the full transaction, which is protected.

10
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While the transaction is not protected by external security, it remains moderately secure for
two reasons:

• Users never see the transaction code.
• Even if users gets the transaction code, they are prevented from entering it because
you have prevented them from accessing the CICS blank screen.
You would also have to deny users the use of the Sessions menu. For instructions on
making the Sessions menu transparent, read “Transparent Mode” on page 89 of the
PIE/CICS Customization Guide.

Creating Menus
Almost anyone who is supplied with a list of transaction codes can create a menu with the
Menu Utility. The Menu Utility provides the capability to build menus in WYSIWYG fashion;
the completed menu looks exactly like the menu being edited with the Menu Utility. The
Menu Utility’s other screens make it easy to set up a new menu, define execution strings,
and add security and other attributes to a menu.
Menus are customized for each user at run time. Dynamic Menus omits menu lines that a
user is not authorized to execute. You can also add PIE/CICS variables such as user ID,
system ID, or the date to menu s. At run time, the variables are replaced by their current
values. The result of run-time customization is that a single menu can serve many users.
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Chapter 2 Customizing Dynamic Menus

This chapter describes a series of customization steps to prepare Dynamic Menus to run
within your site’s PIE/CICS environment. Dynamic Menus should be fully implemented and
ready for use after completing these procedures.
This chapter’s procedures are written from the perspective that Dynamic Menus is being
customized on a newly installed PIE/CICS system. Some customization steps may not be
required if PIE/CICS is already operational at your site.
PIE/CICS and its optional components share many features and utilities. Steps to customize
these common features are described in the PIE/CICS Customization Guide . You should
have this manual available when you complete the procedures described in this
chapter. Frequent references are made to the PIE/CICS Customization Guide for
additional information to customize shared features or utilities needed by Dynamic
Menus.
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Step 1: Accessing PIE as an Administrator
Several steps to customize Dynamic Menus require system administrator authority. The
default directory shipped with PIE/CICS authorizes all users as system administrators. If you
do not have system administrator authority, ask the appropriate site personnel to grant you
temporary authority to complete these customization steps.
Most customization steps are listed as options of the PIE/CICS System Administration
Facility screen shown in the following figure. Display the System Administration Facility
screen by one of the following methods:

• If your PIE/CICS system is new, access PIE/CICS by entering the PIE transaction.
Sign on at the Logon Director screen. You will be presented with the PIE/CICS main
menu. Select option 1, the System Administrator Facility screen.

• If your system has already been customized for MultiCICS or another PIE/CICS
product, enter PEXE MENU PIEMMADM at a CICS blank screen or MENU
PIEMADM at the Sessions menu command line..
System Administration Facility -----------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
User=USR1 Terminal=PIE10011
_ 1 NEWS
- Edit System News on Thu 07/01/1999 11:55:43
_ 2 TERMINAL - Update Generic Terminal Directory
_ 3 USER
- Update Generic User Directory
_
_
_
_
_

4
5
6
7
8

LOGON
SCRIPT
TEXT
MENU
PROFILE

-

_ 9
_ 10
_ 11

LICENSE
OPTIONS
LOAD

- Specify License Information for PIE
- Customize PIE System Options
- Upload/Download PIE objects

_
_

CICS
EXIT
**END**

- Native CICSPROD Environment
- Terminate This Menu

C
X

F1=Help

14

List/Edit Logon Panels
List/Execute/Browse Script files
*
List/Edit Text Files;
GROUPID ===> *
List/Edit Dialog Manager Menus
*
List/Edit Profiles
*

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

▼
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Step 2: Edit the User Directory
The Users Directory authorizes access to PIE/CICS. The User Directory also determines
PIE/CICS characteristics of users, such as their profiles and default menus.
The Users Directory should be edited as soon as possible after installing PIE/CICS. The
default directory shipped with PIE/CICS authorizes all users as system administrators. After
customization is complete, you should restrict system administrator authority to only
appropriate users.

☞

Be careful making changes to the User Directory. If you inadvertently delete all valid
entries, PIE/CICS is no longer accessible to any user, including system administrators.
The only recourse is to reload the User Directory from a backup Repository.

1.

Select option 3, USER, from the System Administrator menu to access the Generic
Users Directory shown in the following figure.
PIE Generic Users Directory --------------------------------- (C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
... Userid..
Terminal
Password
Groupid.
MenuName
Profile.
Updated.
___ (MODEL)
(MODEL)
(MODEL)
PIEMMAIN
USER
03/17/1996
___ *
*
*
PIEMADM
ACCOUNT
03/17/1996
___ *
*
*
PIEMMAIN
USER
01/27/1996
**END**

The MODEL entry should be edited first. MODEL assigns default values to other entries
that have blank fields. For example, if you have a user entry with a blank MenuName field,
PIE/CICS substitutes the value of the MenuName field from the MODEL entry.
2. Tab to the MODEL entry line and press PF2 to display the User Directory Entry screen.
3. Place appropriate values in the fields that will be substituted for blank fields of other
entries.
Refer to “User Directory” on page 52 of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide for
descriptions of this screen’s fields.
One of the fields requests the name of a profile. You will create profiles later in the
customization procedure. At this point, you can create profile names and write them
down for future reference, or you can return to this screen and fill in the Profile field
after you have created the profiles.
Another field requests a Group ID. You may leave this blank, but if you code it, do not
use the name MAIN. MAIN is a parameter to the MENU command and, therefore, an
invalid group ID. You may However, include the word MAIN in a longer group name,
such as MKTMAIN or MAIN1.
4. Exit from the User Directory Entry screen after you have finished
You can enter SAVE on the command line to save your changes.
If your PIE/CICS system is new, you must restrict system administrator authority.
5. Tab to the first * entry of the Generic Users Directory screen, which is the system
administrator entry.
6. Enter a system administrator user ID in the Userid field.
7. With the cursor still on this entry, press PF2 to access the User Directory Entry screen
again.
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8. Place values within the fields that are appropriate for system administrators.
You must specify Y on the System Adman field.
9. Exit the User Directory Entry screen.
If you want to authorize more system administrators, place the cursor on the command
field of the entry you modified and type R. You have created a copy of your first system
administrator entry. Edit this entry the same way you modified the first.
Continue copying and modifying until you have created all of your system administrator
entries. Save your changes by entering SAVE from the command line of the Generic
Users Directory screen.
The remaining * entry of the Generic Users Directory screen authorizes all users to
access PIE/CICS as standard users without administrative authority.
10. Place the cursor on this entry and press PF2 to display the User Directory Entry screen.
11. Modify screen fields with the default values to be used by all users.
An asterisk should be placed on the Userid field to grant all users access to PIE/CICS.
12. Press PF3 to exit the User Directory Entry screen after you have finished.
If you want to set up user groups, place the cursor on the command field of the * entry
and Type R to create a copy of your first user entry. Enter a user ID mask in the Userid
field that identifies the users in this group. Press PF2 to access the User Directory Entry
screen and make changes as before. Continue creating new entries until you have all the
user groups you need.
Generally, only differences in their profiles distinguish user groups. If that is the case
with your user groups, you may not need to enter each user group in the User Directory.
Instead, set up the PUXINIT exit to specify user profiles dynamically when the user logs
on. For this to work, you must have user groups set up in your security system. See
“PUXINIT—Post Sign on Initialization” on page 149 of the PIE/CICS Customization
Guide, for more information.
13. Save your changes and exit the Generic Users Directory screen.
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Step 3: Edit the Terminal Directory
The Terminal Directory authorizes terminal access to PIE/CICS. It also determines terminal
characteristics to PIE/CICS, such as the logon screen displayed when users signon to CICS
from their terminal.
The default values of the Terminal Directory are often acceptable without requiring any further
changes. The default setting authorizes all terminals to sign on to PIE/CICS with the Logon
Director screen.

☞

Be careful making any changes to the Terminal Directory. If all valid entries are
inadvertently deleted, no terminal has the authority to access PIE/CICS. In that case, the
Terminal Directory must be reloaded from a backup Repository.

1.

Select option 2, TERMINAL, from the System Administrator menu to open the Generic
Terminal Directory screen shown in the following figure.
PIE Generic Terminal Directory ------------------------------ (C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
... Terminal Userid.. Password Logon
Logoff PIE Dial Opt SLM TRM RST Updated.
___ (MODEL)
PIELMAIN USE
YES NO
FUL
03/37/1996
___ *
PIELMAIN
YES NO
FUL NO FUL NO 01/27/1995
**END**

2. Edit the entries of the Generic Terminal Directory screen.
There are no specific terminal requirements for Dynamic Menus. Logon screens are
assigned from the Terminal Directory. If you want different terminals to use different
logon screens, create separate entries for these terminal groups and specify a logon
screen name in the Logon field. You will create and edit logon screens later in the
customization procedure.
If you edit these entries, read “Directory Entries” on page 45 of the PIE/CICS
Customization Guide for information about entry order. Also, refer to “Terminal
Directory” on page 46, for information about entry fields.
3. Save your changes and exit from the Terminal Directory Utility.
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Step 4: Define User Profiles
This step prepares user profiles. A profile sets the conditions of the user’s PIE/CICS
environment. A profile defines:

•
•
•
•

Initial command that executes after the user logs on
Final command that executes before the user logs off
Default PF keys
Characteristics of PIE/CICS screens

Profiles also define the initial sessions configuration for PIE/CICS MultiCICS.
As you complete this customization step, refer to the PIE/CICS Customization Guide for
more information about profiles and profile fields.
1. Select option 8, PROFILE, from the System Administrator menu to display the Profiles
screen shown in the following figure.
PIE Utility list of PROFILES ---------------------------------(C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>
Lines 1 to 18 of 33
Sel. Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title.....................
*
*
*
*
* *
SYSTEM ACCOUNT 95/04/18 11:56 DEMO
8 System Administrator profi
SYSTEM DEMO 99/11/14 19:25 SD080BB 6 Demo user profile from Pri
**END**

2. Create a model profile as a template for other user profiles.f
The Profile Utility does not have a model entry like the Terminal and User Directories. You
must create a default profile entry that can be used as a model for other profiles. If this is
a new system, keep the initial model profile simple. With some experience, you can
make further modifications to the model.
3. Press PF2. to display the Profile Utility’s main screen shown in the following figure
PIE Profile (SYSTEM.TECH) ----------------------------------- (C) TSC, Inc 1987
Option ===>
Update History:
1 Terminal - Specify Terminal Characteristics
Name: SYSADMN
2 Defaults - Specify defaults for PIE (reserved)
Term: PIE10002
3 Keys
- Specify Global PIE keys
Date
06/03/1997
4 Sessions - Specify Sessions Configuration
Time:
9:34:50

PIE profile group
PIE profile name
PIE profile title

===> SYSTEM
===> TECH
===> System Maintenance

Default Application ===> menu
Initial PIE command ===> sessions
Final PIE command
===> exit
Administrator ===> SYSADMN
Terminal ===> *
Auditor
===> *
Terminal ===> *
Generic forms, ?, % and * characters are accepted above.

PF: 1 HELp
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4. Type the profile name in the PIE profile name field if this profile is for a user group.
In “Edit the User Directory” on page 15, you may have established profile names by
assigning them to user entries. If so, save your profiles with the same names entered
from the User Directory.
5. Enter a description of the profile in the PIE profile title field.
This description is displayed on the Title field of the Profile List screen.
6. Complete the following fields of the Profile Utility Screen.
Initial PIE command
Initial PIE command that executes immediately after the user signs on
to PIE/CICS. The value entered on this field depends a great deal on
whether you also run MultiCICS. If you do, refer to the MultiCICS
Administrator manual for suggestions. If you do not have MultiCICS, the
initial PIE command should open session 1; the only available session.
To do so, type OPEN 1 or SWITCH 1.
If you leave this field blank, the initial PIE command defaults to
SESSIONS, which brings up the Sessions menu.
Final PIE command
Final PIE command that executes when users end their last session.
Typically, EXIT LOGOFF is used to log off users from PIE and CICS
and return to the VTAM logon screen.

The Administrator and Auditor fields should be left with the default asterisk (*).
7. Enter 1 in the command line to access the Terminal Characteristics screen shown in the
following figure.
PIE Profile Terminal Characteristics--------------------------(C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>
Pie Escape String

===>

==

(1-5 char. start at 2nd position)

Command Delimiters ===> ;

(Characters for command stacking)

Titles display

===> YES

(Yes - display titles)

Message ID

===> NO

(Yes - display message ID)

SYSTEM END Key

===> PF3

(PF01-PF24, PA01-PA03, CLEAR

SYSTEM END Key

===> PF15

(PF01-PF24, PA01-PA03, CLEAR)

Scroll Default

===> CURSOR

(Page, Data, Half, Cursor are valid)

INSTRUCTIONS:
Press ENTER key to update terminal options
Enter END or RETURN command to update terminal options and exit
PF: 1 HELp 3 END 4 RETUrn 5 SAVe

8. Edit the fields shown in the figure above.
9. Press PF3 to return to the Profile Utility main screen.
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10. Enter 3 in the command line to access the Keys screen shown in the figure below.
PIE Profile Global PIE Keys --------------------------------- (C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>
Keys ===> ON
PIE Key.. Command..............................................................
PF 1 ===>
PF 2 ===>
PF 3 ===>
PF 4 ===>
PF 5 ===>
PF 6 ===>
PF 7 ===>
PF 8 ===>
PF 9 ===>
PF10 ===>
PF11 ===>
PF12 ===>
PA 1 ===> exit
PA 2 ===>
INSTRUCTIONS:
Enter UP or DOWN Command to view alternate set of keys
Enter END or RETURN Command to process changes and exit
PF: 1 Help 3 End 4 RETurn 5 SAVe 7 UP 8 DOWn

11. Specify commands for PIE global keys.
See the PIE/CICS Command Reference for a listing of PIE commands.
PIE global keys override application keys. If you have MultiCICS, global keys are in effect
for every session. It is best to specify keys sparingly. Many customers specify only PF
13-24 as PIE global keys, leaving PF 1-12 for applications. Press PF8 to access the
second Keys screen and the higher PF keys.
You can set a key to toggle PIE global keys on and off. The toggle key remains active
when other keys are off. Enter TOGGLE key for a PF or PA key, where key is the
designated PF or PA key. For example, on the PF1 field, type TOGGLE PF1.
Menus that run in the special session are best executed with a PF key. Otherwise, users
must enter the command ==MENU menuname each time they want to get to the
menu. We suggest that you supply a special session menu as the user’s default menu (in
the User Directory) and set a PF key to MENU . That way, whenever users press the
MENU PF key, they receive their default menus.
12. Press PF3 to return to the Profile Utility main screen after defining the PIE global keys.
13. Enter 4 from the command line to access the Sessions screen.
The Sessions screen pre-defines MultiCICS sessions. Users can have up to 99 sessions
if MultiCICS is installed. Each screen can display up to 6 simultaneous sessions. Use
PF7 and PF8 to scroll backwards or forwards through session screens. If you do not
have MultiCICS, only session 1 is available.
The Sessions screen is described in the MultiCICS Administration Guide. With Dynamic
Menus, the important thing to consider is whether you want menus executed in any
session. To execute a menu in a session, type the MENU command in the Execute
field. The MENU command has the following format:
MENU [MAIN] [groupid.][menu-name] [(&ARG]

• The MAIN parameter establishes a main menu that PIE/CICS returns to when the
RETURN command is entered from a subsequent menu. If a main menu has not been
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defined, the user returns to the Sessions menu if it has been previously displayed.
Otherwise, the PIE Final Command executes when RETURN is entered.

• If you omit the group name, PIE/CICS performs a standard hierarchical search to find
the menu in the following order: user ID as group name, user’s group, and finally
SYSTEM.

• If you omit the menu name, PIE/CICS uses the default menu specified in the User
Directory entry.

• The &ARG variable associates arguments to a menu This is required if you want users
to be able to fast-path through this menu to others below it.

• AE is not necessary before the MENU command because all PIE/CICS commands
automatically AutoEnd.
You can set a menu to execute in session 1. When a user selects an application from the
menu, the application begins in a new session. Assign the menu to session 1 and leave
all other sessions undefined. Your menu must be set up to handle this.

☞ If a menu is special session capable and it is executed from the Sessions menu, it will
run in a special session. See the description of the Special Session Capable
field on page 32 for more information.
PIE Profile Sessions Configuration -------------------------- (C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>
Name....
Title.....................................
Hide
1 Name ===> ADMINSTR - System Administration Functions
&ZLname Execute ===> menu piemadm (&arg
2 Name ===> SYSTEM
- System Management Functions
Execute ===> menu piemsys (&arg

&ZLname

-

3 Name ===> CICS
- Native &ZSYSID facilities
Execute ===> system prompt

&ZLname

-

4 Name ===> NOTEPAD - My private Notepad
Execute ===> edit &ZUSER

&ZLname

-

5 Name ===> USERS
- List/View active &ZSYSID users
Execute ===> list users

&ZLname

-

6 Name ===> SIGNMSG - Display My signon messages
Execute ===> browse pie.signmsg

&Zlname

-

PF: 1 Help

3 End

4 RETurn

7 UP

8 DOWn

14. Return to the Profile Utility main screen.
If you have more profiles to create, move the cursor to the command field of your new
“model” profile. Enter the C line command next to the model profile and supply a new
profile name. This creates a copy of the model profile with the new name. Edit the new
profile following the procedure described in this step.
If this is a new system, use a single profile for testing purposes. When you have finished
testing, create the remaining profiles.
15. Press PF3 from the main screen to save your changes and exit to the Profile List.
16. When you have finished creating and editing profiles, press PF3 from the Profile List
screen to exit the Profile Utility.
If you did not specify profile names in the User Directory entries, go back and do so now.
See “Edit the User Directory” on page 15, for directions.
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Step 5: Prepare the Logon Director
Dynamic Menus has no specific requirements for Logon Director oustomization. We
recommend that users sign on manually at the Logon Director screen unless they are
accessing CICS through a VTAM session manager or menu system.
You can customize the default logon screen or create different logon screens for different
terminals. Read “Logon Director” on page 3 of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide for
more information about customizing the Logon Director.
1. Access the Logon Panel utility by selecting option 4, LOGON, from the System Administration Facility screen.
2. Select option 4, LOGON, from the System Administrator menu.
See “Customizing the Logon Director Screen”, beginning on page 18 of the
Customization Guide for instructions about using this utility.

☞ If you assigned logon screens previously with the Terminal Directory, be sure to save
your new screens with the names you have assigned.
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Step 6: Set System-wide Defaults
Both Customization Options screens set system-wide defaults for all users. This step
describes only those options that pertain to Dynamic Menus. For more information about
other Customization Options fields, refer to “Customization Options” on page 65 of the
Customization Guide.
1. Select option 10, OPTIONS, from the System Administrator menu to display the
Customization Options screen shown in the following figure.
PIE Customization Options (page 1 of 2)---------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
Maximum logon attempt count . . .
Avg No. of Concurrent Users . .
TSWITCH Auto-Signon Timeout . . .
Avg No. of Sessions per User . . .
Temp storage name substitution . .
MRO/ISC Support . . . . . . . . .
Temp Storage on Auxiliary . . . .
Name of Logon Director Help . . .
Transient TCTTE’s . . . . . . . .
AOR AE/ATI support-1 byte field .
Create Tctte Extension . . . . . .
or Use 4 byte field at . . . . .
Temp Storage Queue Prefixes . . .
Load Balancer 16 byte field at . .
Automatic PIE GMM Tran . . . . . .
Message Destination Id . . . . . .
Auto-start Network Monitor . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

8
1
1 (Minutes)
1

Version
Date
Jul
APPLID

03.03.00
06/16/1999
99.177
CICSPROD

YES
FUL
YES
HELPHELP
YES
4 (decimal offset in the TCT user area)
YES
(decimal offset in the TCT user area)
ZZZ
5 (decimal offset in the TCT user area)
YES
PIEL
NO

INSTRUCTIONS: Enter Down command for more options
PF: 1 Help

3 End

5 Save

6 RETRieve

7 Up

8 DOwn

9 Delete

2. Edit the following fields of the Customization Options screen.
Avg No. of Sessions per User
Anticipated average number of active sessions per user. This value is
used in conjunction with the Avg No. of Concurrent Users field to
calculate the amount of storage used by PIE for various resident tables.
Like the Avg No. of Concurrent Users field, an accurate value in
this field provides sufficient PIE storage without wasting resources.
The default is 5 active sessions.
Temp storage name substitution
If you are not running MultiCICS, specify NO. Otherwise, refer to the
MultiCICS Administration Guide for recommendations.
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MRO/ISC Support
If you are running MRO or ISC, YES allows multiple sessions to be
active on remote regions:
FUL

To use AutoEnd with remote transactions that do ATI
(EXEC CICS) STARTs back to the terminal.

YES

To use the PIEEXEC API or the Retrieve User Data API
in an AOR.

NO

Specify NO if MRO/ISC support is not required.

If you are running MultiCICS, refer to the MultiCICS Administration
Guide for recommendations.
AOR AE/ATI support-1 byte field
Offset in the TCTUA (Terminal Control Table User Area) to use AutoEnd
with remote transactions that do ATI (EXEC CICS) STARTs back to the
terminal.
3. Press PF8 to scroll forward and display the second Customization Options screen.
PIE Customization Options (page 2 of 2)---------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
Signon Message Display Time . . . . 2
(Seconds)
Auto-start Terminal Security Monitor NO
Removeable Token Delimiters . . . . /-_
Terminal Alarm on Cut/Paste . . . . YES
MVS Loaded Programs DDNAME . . . . . DFHRPL
Dynamic Transaction Routing . . . . YES
Menu Security Re-check interval . . 60 (Minutes)
Menu Line Security Option . . . . . OMIT (OMIT|PROT)
Menu Auto-select Single line . . . . YES
Limit Transactions to One Session. . YES
Handle Unavailable Printer in NEP . NO
Tranid Validation by Session Mgr . . NO
Extract VTAM Logonmsg by Logon Dir . YES
Multi-Language Characters . . . . .
-MRO API, use 1 byte field at . . .
(decimal offset in
Generic matching on Menus/Sessions . ALL (NO/MEN/SES/ALL)
Action on max sessions . . . . . . . SES (SES/POP)
Action on session close . . . . . . BSM (BSM|LAS)

Version
Date
Jul
APPLID

03.01.00
07/26/1999
96.208
CICSPROD

the TCT user area)

4. Modify the following fields of the second Customization Options menu.
Dynamic Transaction routing
Specify YES if you plan to use Dynamic Transaction Routing, which
allows you to run the same transaction in multiple AORs. See “Dynamic
Transaction Routing” on page 119 of the Customization Guide for
more information.
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Menu Security Re-check interval
Specify the interval in minutes to periodically validate a menu line with
an external security system. To turn off the check, specify 0.
Menu Line Security Option
Specify whether you want unauthorized menu lines to be omitted from
the display (OMIT) or displayed in protected mode (PROT).
Menu Auto-select Single line
Specify YES if you want Dynamic Menus to automatically select a menu
line if it is the only valid line after the security check. Specify NO to have
the user select the line manually.
5. PF5 to save your change when you have finished.
6.

Exit from the Customization Options screen.

☞ PF3 does not save your changes. Be sure to press PF5 before exiting.
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Step 7: Supporting Multiple Systems
Additional customization steps may be required if your site runs multiple stand-alone
systems or MRO/ISC. You must determine how the PIE Repository is shared between
regions. Refer to the chapter titled “Multiple CICS Regions” of the Customization Guide for
instructions to share the PIE Repository between regions.
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Step 8: Accessing Other VTAM Applications
You can transfer to other VTAM applications using Dynamic Menus. There are three
PIE/CICS application transfer commands:

• PASS
• TSWITCH
• ACCESS (for NetGate users only)
PASS and TSWITCH use CLSDST PASS to the target region. NetGate uses a virtual
terminal, like a VTAM session manager.
All three commands require some CICS and VTAM customization before they can be used.
Customization procedures for the ACCESS command are in the NetGate Administration
Guide. For PASS and TSWITCH, read “Customizing Transfer Commands” on page 113 of
the Customization Guide.
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Step 9: Authorizing Security
Menu resources must be defined if you want Dynamic Menus to interact with your security
system to determine whether a menu line is displayed for a user. Most installations already
have security rules prepared to work with Dynamic Menus. However, we suggest that you
check our requirements to be certain. See “PIEEXEC API” on page 117 for details.

☞
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Step 10: Software Compatibility Issues
PHOENIX is a VTAM application that can be accessed by either a PASS or TSWITCH
transfer from a PIE/CICS session. TSWITCH does a VTAM CLSDST PASS and then issues a
SIMLOGON to reacquire the terminal after it logs off of the target application. The RELREQ
(release request) parameter in PHOENIX must be specified as NO to enable the TSWITCH
transfer. This parameter prevents PHOENIX from releasing the terminal if requested by
another VTAM application. If RELREQ=YES, then a terminal transfer from PIE/CICS to
PHOENIX undergoes a SIMOLOGON back to CICS immediately after entering a PHOENIX
session.
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Step 11: Coding Exits and APIs
This section briefly describes the exits and APIs that can be used with Dynamic Menus. It
does not describe the procedures to customize these exits or APIs. Refer to the manual
listed with the description of each exit or API for customization procedures.

• Menu Line Authorization Exit
This exit determines whether a menu line is displayed for a particular user. When the
External Sec field for a menu line is YES, the exit gets control before the menu line
is displayed. The exit checks with external security to determine whether the user is
authorized for the function executed by the menu line. Dynamic Menus internal
security authorization will be set before the exit gets control. You can use the exit to
override internal security rules.

• Auto End User Exit:
This exit suppresses AutoEnd under certain conditions, or changes to confirm end
(which returns a level only after the user presses an AID key). See “PCSSPAEE—
AutoEnd Exit” on page 136 of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide.

• Dynamic Transaction Routing Exit:
Use this exit to change the AOR to route to with Dynamic Transaction Routing, or to
change the remote transaction to execute in that region. See “Dynamic Transaction
Routing” on page 119 of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide.

• PIEEXEC API:
You can incorporate Dynamic Menus into your application programs using our API.
See “PIEEXEC API”, beginning on page 117.
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Dynamic Menus are defined, customized, and maintained using the PIE/CICS Menu utility.
The Menu utility consists of four screens:
Menu List

Screen listing current menus stored on the PIE Repository.

Menu Definition Screen to enter the menu name, title, and administrative rules. Also
used to copy or delete an existing menu.
Menu Editor

Screen to enter data on pre-defined menu fields.

Menu Entry

Screen to associate commands or transactions to individual menu lines.
Also, security authorization for each menu line is specified from this
screen.

Menus are PIE objects in the PIE/CICS Repository. Access rules for menus are the same as
for other PIE objects. See “Object Security” on page 75 of the PIE/CICS Customization
Guide for details.

Planning Menus
Plan the content and organization of your proposed menus before actually creating them.
Dynamic Menus are fairly easy to create, but the most benefit from the product can be
derived by extensively planning the organization of your menus before actually creating them.
The following questions and directions should help you focus on important issues within the
planning process.

• Do you want simple menus that are easy to implement and maintain, or do you want
to create highly customized menus that may require more ongoing maintenance? This
is an important issue that has implications for both users and administrators.

• List the user groups within your organization that need Dynamic Menus.
• List the applications needed by each group. At first, just a preliminary set will be
sufficient.)
Are each group’s applications unique or similar to other groups? If user groups have
similar needs, you can develop a set of shared system menus. If users have diverse
needs, consider developing different menus for each group. If a particular user has
special needs, you can create a unique private menu.
Typically, you’ll find some applications are needed by all groups and others are
needed by a single group. It is possible to develop a combination of system, group,
and private menus.
For information on system, group, and private menus, see “Getting Started” on page 9
of the Operation and Administration Guide.
You can set up a single menu system and use menu line security to eliminate options
that are unavailable to a user. If a user executes a menu and only one option on it is
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available, Dynamic Menus will execute that option.

• If you need to set up user groups, determine whether your site should have PIE/CICS
group administrators. Group administrators are usually managers or the most
technically competent user within a group. As members of a department, group
administrators are more attuned to the needs of their group. Also, using group
administrators can help you assign ongoing maintenance tasks throughout your
organization.

• If certain applications are always used together in sequence, group these applications
together on a menu. Consider placing these applications on a single menu line and
have them execute sequentially.
Remember, any number of menus can have a line to execute a single application. If
users need to execute a certain application from many different menus, insert a menu
line for the application wherever appropriate.

• Organize the content of menus by function; all options should be available from a
single menu that are necessary to complete a task.

• Are some tasks completed using the same repetitive procedural steps? Could these
tasks be completed using a script that automatically performs each step in the
procedure? If so, consider writing a script and executing the script as a menu line
option. For example, users may have to execute a transaction and go through several
screens to get to the function they need. You could create a script to do the
navigation automatically and execute the script on the menu line.

• Consider how to pass arguments between applications. Do you want the arguments
hard coded in the menu line? Do you want to supply a default argument that the user
can change? Do you want the user to supply an argument every time? Take a look at
the PIE/CICS variables in the PIE/CICS Command Reference . Would any variable be
able to supply argument data automatically?

• Consider security requirements for each menu line. Do you want Dynamic Menus to
verify the menu line with external security before the line is displayed? Do you want to
use Dynamic Menus internal security for a line that is not covered by external security?
For example, most menus will not be included in your security system. You can use
internal security to control whether they are displayed.
Do you want unauthorized menu lines to be omitted from the display or displayed in
protected mode? Do you want Dynamic Menus to continuously re-verify menu line
security at periodic intervals?

• Consider the appearance of menu. Do you want to change the headings? What
comments or information do you want to be standard on every menu. For example,
do you want the user ID and terminal ID to be displayed in the header area? Use
PIE/CICS Custom Menus to modify the appearance of your menus.

• Is MultiCICS installed as part of PIE/CICS?
If so, you can run Dynamic Menus as a Sessions menu substitute. See “Executing
Applications in Different MultiCICS Sessions” on page 63, for details.
If not, you can run your menus in a special session. Menus running in the special
session exist only until the user makes a selection or switches to another session. The
menu will automatically launch the selected application into a new session.
Create a “model” that incorporates your decisions after you have finished planning. The
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model should be a template consisting of repetitive menu structures found in every menu.
You can create new menus by copying the template and then adding unique structures
required for each individual menu.

Hints for Creating Better menus
There are a few basic rules to create effective menus.The overriding goal is to create a
system of menus whose content and organization follow the anticipated work flow of users
as they complete their daily tasks.

Menu Organization
• Organize the content of menus to correspond to work activity. Menu lines should be
listed in the same order that user tasks are normally completed.

• Minimize the amount of data the user must enter to start an application or transaction.
• Keep menus small enough to fit on a single screen without forcing the user to scroll
forward to display the remainder of the menu. If that is not possible, consider a
multi-level hierarchy of smaller menus.

• Keep menu organization as simple as possible. Users should be able to access any
menu option with no more than two or three steps. You may be able to fit all
applications onto fewer menus with menu line security. Menus display only the
pertinent options authorized to specific users.

Menu Content
• Use meaningful names and descriptive titles to identify menu lines. Develop a
consistent naming convention that is used throughout all menus.

• Avoid using numbers as menu selection codes. If numbers are used, you must either
add a number out of sequence or renumber all menu lines again when a new line is
added to a menu. The can be very disconcerting to experienced users who are
accustomed to the existing menu.

• Provide tutorials. Tutorial lines should be placed immediately before or after the
associated menu lines.

• Add comments and blank lines to clearly identify the fields within a menu that users
need to enter or read data on the screen.

• Wherever appropriate, use PIE/CICS variables to insert specific user information within
a menu. Include variables that display the user ID, terminal name, as well as the
current date and time.
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Menu Format
All Dynamic Menus are formatted like the example shown in the following figure.
Customer Services (CSV03JJC) -------------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
Wed Mar 21 (1997.079)
VTAM Node:VTM01005
CICSPROD
_ O

ORDER

- Purchase Orders

_ B

BACKLOG

- Update backlog database

_ BR

BACKRPT

- Print backlog report

_ A
_ AT

ACCOUNT

- Search account by name
- Tutorial for ACCOUNT

_ F

FORECAST - Sales forecast by month

_ X

Exit
**END**

F1=Help

===>

===> Mar

- Exit Menu

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

Dynamic menus have four screen fields to enter data:

• The Option area near the top of the menu, also called the command line. You can
select a menu line here and enter an argument for the line selected.

• The line command field, located to the left of each menu line. You can select a menu
line by entering the Select line command in this field.

• The Arguments field, at the far right of each menu line.
• The Scroll field, to the right of the command line above the Arguments field. Here you
define the length of a screen scroll when you issue the UP or DOWN commands.
(What to put in this field is discussed in “Using Dynamic Menus” on page 101.)
An executable menu line has the following fields starting from the left of the screen:
_

Command field. You can select a menu line from this field.

#

1 to 2 character code that identifies the menu line.

Name

1 to 8 character name of the menu line.

Title

Menu line description.

Arguments

Arguments to pass to the menu line. An argument can be 1 to 18
characters. There may be a default in this field which you may overtype,
such as “Mar” in line F. An argument is passed to the menu line only if
the menu line has been defined to accept arguments.

Menus also have comment fields to describe each menu line.
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Creating a Menu
The following procedure describes the steps to create a menu with the PIE/CICS Menu
utility.
1. Display a list of current menus using one of the following methods:

• If you are using the ACCOUNT profile, select session 1 from the Sessions menu to
display the PIE Master menu. Select option 1 from the PIE Master menu to display the
System Administrator menu. Select option 7, MENU, from the System Administrator
menu.

• Access the PIE/CICS System Administrator menu using the transaction PEXE MENU
PIEMADM. Select option 7, MENU, from the System Administrator menu.

• Enter PEXE LIST MENU [groupid] from the CICS blank screen.
If you omit the groupid, the Menu utility lists all menus you are authorized to edit. If you
have system administrator authority, all menus are listed. If you are a group
administrator, the menus belonging to your group are shown. Otherwise, you are shown
only your private objects. To get a list of menus in all groups, specify * for groupid.
PIE Utility list of MENUS ------------------------------------(C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
Lines
1 to
18 of
86
Sel. Group... Name.... Changed.......
*
*
*
SYSTEM
BULLETIN 96/07/26 13:37
SYSTEM
MENU
96/07/26 13:37
SYSTEM
SYS1
96/07/26 13:37
SYSTEM
PIEBMAIN 96/07/26 13:37
SYSTEM
PIEMADM 96/07/26 13:37
SYSTEM
PIEMDNET 96/07/26 13:38
SYSTEM
PIEMHELP 96/07/26 13:39
SYSTEM
PIEMINV 96/07/26 13:39
SYSTEM
PIEMMAIN 96/07/26 13:39
SYSTEM
PIEMMSTR 96/07/26 13:39
SYSTEM
PIEMNETG 96/07/26 13:39
SYSTEM
PIEMPRT 96/07/26 13:39
SYSTEM
PIEMREXX 96/07/26 13:39
SYSTEM
PIEMSYS 95/04/18 11:53
aa
aa aa aa 93/07/29 14:01
mw
GG.GG
93/07/29 13:49
A
A
95/05/31 12:05
A
AC
95/06/01 12:26
F1=Help F2=Add F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr

By...... Size. Title.....................
*
*
*
SYS1
37
SYS1
18 general menu type help
SYS1
18
SYS1
19 Main Bulletin Board
SYS1
17 System Administration Faci
SYS1
19 Demo NetMizer Error Recove
The
Menu
List
is not
SYS1
51 PIE Help Index
automatically
updated.
To
SYS1
18 Sample Inventory
Control M
SYS1
15 Sample Primary Application
obtain up-to-date
SYS1
Master
information,17
issue
the Menu
SYS1
7 Sample Acess Menu for Netg
REFRESH command.
SYS1
13 Sample Printer Selection M
SYS1
18 System Administration Faci
DEMO
19 System Management Facility
SYS1
18 general menu type help
SYS1
18 general menu type help
SYS1
37
SYS1
37
F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

2. Press PF2 (add) to create a new menu.
Alternatively, you can copy a template menu by entering C in the command field next to
the menu. Enter the new menu name in the message box that appears on the screen.
If there is an existing menu with the same Group ID and name, a message window
appears informing you the copy will replace the existing menu.
3. Press PF6 to refresh the screen.
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4. Select the new menu by entering an S line command next to the name of the menu from
the list.
The Menu Definition screen appears after the new menu has been selected.
MENU (SYSTEM.PAYROLL) --------------------------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
Update History:
Groupid
===> SYSTEM
Name: SYS1
Menu Name
===> PAYROLL
Term: DSLUE403
Menu Help
===> PAYHELP
Help Type ===> TEXT
Date: 06/05/99
Menu Title
===> Payroll Maintenance Transactions
Time: 16:19:25
===>
Administrator ===> SYS1
Auditor
===> *
User
===> *

Terminal
Terminal
Terminal

===> *
===> *
===> *

Generic forms, ?, % and * characters are accepted above.
Comments
Comments

===>
===>

Special Menu Session Capable? ===> Y

(Y/N)

Enter Edit command to edit menu.

PF: 1 Help

2 EDit

3 ENd

4 RETUrn

5 SAve 6 RETRieve 9 DElete

5. Change any of the following fields of the Menu Definition screen:
Groupid

High-level qualifier that identifies the group that the menu is a member.
System

Menu is accessible to all users.

Groupid

Menu is accessible to all users of a specific group.

Userid

Menu is accessible to a single user; a private menu.
Do not use MAIN as a group name. MAIN is a parameter
of the MENU command and an invalid group ID. You
can include the word MAIN as part of a longer group
name, such as MKTMAIN or MAIN1.

Menu name

Member name of the menu. Again, do not use the MAIN as a member
name. You may include the word MAIN as part of a longer menu name,
such as MKTMAIN or MAIN1.

Menu Help

Name of the help file associated with this menu. It can be a text file or a
menu that presents several help options. Specify a member name or
groupid.member.

Help Type

Type of object specified for Menu Help; TEXT or MENU. TEXT is the
default. This value determines whether the Menu Help object is
regarded as a text member or a menu. Any value other than MENU is
saved as a text object.

Menu Title

Caption that identifies the menu. The title can be up to 79 characters
long and can contain PIE variables. The menu title is displayed on the
first line of the menu and on the Title field of the Menu List screen.

AdministratorMask that identifies all users authorized to edit, browse, or delete this
menu.
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Auditor

Mask that identifies all users authorized to browse or execute this
menu.

User

Mask that identifies all users who can execute this menu.

Terminal

Terminal nodename mask. Users on matching terminals can access
this menu as an administrator, auditor, or user.
You can further customize access to the menu with the Object
Authorization exit, PUXOBJS.

Comment

Two 66-character fields to enter comments about this menu.

Special Menu Session Capable
Indicator (Y/N) that identifies whether the menu is capable of running in
a special session. Menus running in the special session exist only until
the user makes another selection or switches to another session. The
menu automatically launches the selected application into a new
session. You do not have to use the LAUNCH command in the menu
line definitions.
Running a menu in the special session is useful for menus that function
as a main launching pad for starting applications. It turns the menu into
a substitute for the Sessions menu. Because the menu runs in a special
session, it disappears after users have made a selection. The menu
does not appear on the Switch pop-up menu or the Sessions menu.
This field determines only whether a menu is capable of running in the
special session. It does not necessarily cause it to be run in the special
session. Menus run in a special session whenever it is executed under
the following conditions:

•From the Sessions menu
•From a PF key
•Using an escape string
•With the MENU command prefixed with EC or ENV
It will be executed as a standard menu if you execute it from another
dynamic menu without the ENV or EC prefix. If you execute a menu
using one of the above methods and it is not special session capable, it
will run in a free session.
You may not want some menu lines to be launched automatically. For
example, sub-menus should run in the special session, not a new
session. For these menu lines, use the D—Do not launch—type code in
the menu line definition.
6. Press PF5 to save to the data entered on the fields of the Menu Definition screen.
7. Press PF2 to begin editing a blank Menu Editor screen.
This screen allows you to see the menu as it would be displayed on a terminal. Editing
changes to the menu are made by tabbing to the menu fields and entering text.
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The Menu Editor is similar to ISPF EDIT, supporting many of the same commands. It
supports the following EDIT line commands:
i or i#

Insert line(s)

d or dd

Delete line(s)

c or cc

Copy line(s)

r or rr

Repeat line(s)

m or mm

Move line(s)

Technical Services Menu for &zuser -------------------------------------------Command ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
...#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
___
terminal:&zterm
&ztime
___
___ 1 CEMT
- Master terminal Services
___
___ 2 NEWCOPY - New Program Copy
___
___ 3 TASKS
- Display Task Status
___
Access the Menu Editor
___ 4 CORE
- Display Core
from the Menu Definition
___
___ 5 TRANSFER - Transfer File to CICSTEST
screen by pressing PF2.
___
___ 6 USERS
- List of Users
___
___ X EXIT
- Exit Menu
**END**

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

You can change text on most lines. However, you cannot change field positions. You
may use PIE variables on the menu. For a list of variables, refer to the PIE/CICS
Command Reference.

I f your escape string is == (the default) and you edit a field that contains == in the first
position of a field (such as an arrow prompt field), PIE will execute that field as the
escape string when you press ENTER, PF3, or PF4. The PIE pull-down window will
appear and you won’t be able to save your changes and exit from the menu. If this
occurs, go to your run-time profile and temporarily change or remove your escape string.
See “Changing User Profiles” on page 18 of the Operation and Administration Guide.
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The following fields have fixed screen positions. No field is required.
Field

Notes

Position

Title line

Specify the title on the Menu Definition
screen.

Line 1

Command line

Do not modify the Command line.

Line 2

Heading line

To change this line, use PIE/CICS Custom
Menus. This line also displays error
messages

Line 3

Line command
field

Do not modify this field. When the menu is
displayed, the line command field appears
Cols. 2-4
only for executable menu lines. It is not
displayed for comments or blank lines. (You
can change this field using Custom Menus).

# field

Specify the option code for a menu line.
Users can select the menu line with this
code. It can be 1-2 characters long. You
may use numbers. However, if menu lines
are dynamically suppressed, numbers may
no longer be in sequence. Dynamic Menus
does not renumber menu lines.

Name field

Name of the menu line. Users can select the
menu line with this name. It can 1-8
characters long. This field is also called the Cols. 9-16
Logical Name and is accessible with the
PIE/CICS variable &ZLNAME.

Separator field

This field separates the name and title fields.
Col. 18
It can be left blank or hyphen.

Title field

Specify a description of the menu line.

Arguments field

Specify an optional default argument for the
menu line You may want to leave this blank
Cols. 63-80
until you have defined the command string
on the Menu Line screen.

Cols. 6-7

Cols. 20-61

8. Customize the header and other information normally placed near the top of an ISPF
screen. For example, customers often put a line of PIE/CICS variables, such as &ZTERM
and &ZUSER, right after the header line.
You may code comments on any line following line 3. (Lines 1-3 are reserved.) You may
type anywhere on the line, beginning at column 6, except for over the attribute code
between fields. Comments cannot be excluded by an external security system or by
Dynamic Menus internal security.
9. Enter executable menu lines, using the field layout shown in the table on the previous
page.
Dynamic Menus accepts abbreviations for menu line codes and names. When a user
enters an abbreviation, Dynamic Menus will take the first match it finds, checking codes
first, then names. If you use the same first letters or numbers for more than one menu
line, be sure to place the shorter string first. For example, do not specify line code B after
line code BT.
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10. Select a line from the menu to create menu line definition.
A menu line can be selected by any of the following methods:

• Implicit SELECT command
Enter all or the leading part of the id or menu line in the primary command input area
and press Enter.

• Explicit SELECT command.
Enter the explicit name or number of the menu line with the SELECT command in the
form SELECT id/name.

• SELECT command and cursor positioning
Designate the menu line by placing the cursor anywhere on the line and then press the
SELECT PF key (or the Enter key if the SELECT command has been entered on the
primary command lines).

• SELECT line command
Place the S line command on the field next to the name of the menu line and press
ENTER.
Every executable menu line must have a menu line definition. Any line that does not have
a menu line definition is considered a comment.
The Menu Entry screen appears after a menu line is selected.This screen is used to
specify the executable command associated with the menu line, its command
arguments, and security authorization.
Menu Entry (PAYROLL) ---------------------------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
...#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
1
PAYNEW
- Add new Employee
Execute ===> PAYE
Type
===> L
C
T
M
B
E
S
F
X

(select from list below, or blank for comment entry)

Command/Transaction (Erase-No )
Z - Pass terminal to another system
Command/Transaction (Erase-Yes)
W - Switch terminal to another system
Select Menu Editor Menu
N - Netgate ACCESS to another system
Browse Menu Editor Text
P - Program to XCTL to
Edit Menu Editor Text
I - Start transaction via ATI
System environment
? - Prompt user
Free form
* - Free form, always matched
Exit to higher level
L - Launch into new session - Freeform
D - Do not launch - Freeform
Security to use entry:
Userid
===> *
(mask)
External Sec ===> NO
(Yes/No)
Terminal ===> *
(mask)
Class Name
===>
Sec Keys ===>
(1-64)
Resource Name ===>
Expire on ===>
(mm/dd/yy)
Access Intent ===>
(Exec,Read,Update)
PF:
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11. Specify the command or transaction associated with the menu line by completing the
Execute, Type, and Arguments fields of the Menu Entry screen.
Let’s start with the Type field.
As you can see on the Menu Line screen, there are many type codes. Most of these
stand for a commonly used PIE Application command. For example, C stands for CMD,
E stands for EDIT, and S stands for SYSTEM. When you use one of these codes, it is as
if you had typed the command in the Execute field.
Two type codes are particularly important:

• F, for free form, allows you to code any command string. So you can use it to execute
any command. Simply type the PIE Application command you need explicitly in the
Execute field.

• X, for exit, is the type code that allows users to exit a menu. It requires no command
string.
You can use just those two type codes and forget about the rest. If you like the
convenience of the type codes and want a more detailed explanation of their uses, see
“Type Codes and PIE Commands” on page 47.
As many type codes as there are, the Execute field presents far more possibilities. You
can code any PIE command, any CICS transaction, and any CICS command in this field.
You can stack commands in the field. In fact, you will almost always code more than one
command in an command string.
For example, for in-house and vendor software you will want to code AE before the
transaction, so that when the application ends, the user automatically returns to the
menu. When you place AE and CMD together before a transaction, you eliminate many
unnecessary user messages. If the application is running in another VTAM region, you
must execute either the PASS, TSWITCH, or ACCESS command before the application.
Because there are so many options available for the Execute field, those options are
discussed in a separate chapter of this manual. Refer to “Defining Menu Commands”,
beginning on page 45 for more information about commands entered from the Execute
field.
The Arguments field, in the upper right of the screen, is a field for default menu line
arguments. This field is displayed on the menu, and the user can modify it. You may
leave it blank, or if a particular argument is frequently needed, you may code in that
argument as the default.
Enter the &ARG variable on the Execute field wherever you want an argument to be
accepted.
12. Specify the security rules for the menu line.
Security authorization is cumulative; all criteria must be met before a line is displayed as
part of a menu.
To bypass security authorization, enter an asterisk * on the Userid and Terminal fields.
Enter NO on the External Sec field and leave all other fields blank. Refer to “Defining
Menu Security” on page 67 for additional information about setting menu line security.
Userid

User ID mask. Only matching users are authorized to see the menu line.
Enter * to allow all users to view the menu line.

Terminal

Terminal ID mask for either VTAM or CICS terminals. Only matching
terminals can display the menu line. Always begin CICS termids with a
colon (:). For example, specify the CICS termid 1234 as :1234. Enter *
to allow all terminals to display the menu line.
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PIE security keys
Specify up to four security keys, that is numbers between 1 and 64. If
you code anything in this field, users will see this menu line only if they
have at least one matching key. PIE security keys are set with the Post
Initialization Exit. (These keys are different from the security classes
specified in the User Directory.) See “User Directory” on page 52 of the
PIE/CICS Customization Guide for details.
The Menu utility will not allow duplicates in this field. It will insert leading
zeros and re-display keys in ascending order.
Expire on

Expiration date in mm/dd/yy format that a menu line is no longer
displayed.

External Sec
Specify whether to run the Menu Line Authorization Exit before
displaying the menu line. You must run this exit to verify the menu line
with external security. You may customize the exit to perform other
checks.
You may omit verification for unsecured transactions, like company
e-mail, etc.
PIE/CICS needs values for class name, resource name, and access
intent to verify the resource. The following three fields allow you to
specify these explicitly. If you code a field, you must use a PIE/CICS
value, not a valid value for your security system. PIE/CICS values are
outlined in “External Security” on page 68. If you omit any field,
PIE/CICS supplies a default based on your command string. To be
certain that the line gets the values you intend, you should always code
these fields when you specify YES for the External Sec field.
Class Name

If you specified YES for External Sec, specify a valid PIE/CICS resource
class for your security system. These classes are TRAN, PROGRAM,
FILE, and APPL. If omitted, PIE/CICS supplies a default class.

Resource Name
If you specified YES for External Sec, specify a resource name for your
security system. For example, specify a transaction code or a program
name. If omitted, PIE/CICS supplies a default.
Access Intent
If you specified YES for External Sec, specify an access intent for your
security system. See “External Security” on page 68, for valid values. If
omitted, PIE/CICS supplies a default. The access intent field accepts
one of the following three single-character codes:
13. Press PF3 to return to the Dialog Manager screen after completing the fields of the
Menu Entry screen.
Your changes are saved in memory. Enter CANCEL instead to exit from this screen
without saving any of the field entries.
14. Press PF3 to exit back to the Menu List.
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15. Enter the X line command next to the menu name to execute it. Then select the menu
line to execute it.
If you have another menu line to define, select it and continue with the procedures in this
section. When you have defined all your menu lines, press PF3 to save your changes on
the Menu Line and Menu Editor screens and return to the Menu Definition screen. (To
exit the screen without saving the changes on it, enter CANCEL.)
16. Press PF3 to exit the Menu Definition screen and save the changes.
17. PF3 again to exit from the Menu List screen and end the Menu utility.
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The Menu Entry screen of the Menu Utility associates commands or transactions to a
designated menu line. The enclosed areas of the following figure indicate the locations of the
Execute, Type, and Arguments fields of the Menu Entry screen. Together, the values entered
within these fields determine the command or transaction that executes when a menu line is
selected..
Menu Entry (DONTEST) ---------------------------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
...#.. Name....
Title...................................... Arguents.........

Execute ===> APPLICATION NAME WITH OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
Type
===>
(select from list below, or blank for comment entry)
C
T
M
B
E
S
F
X

-

Command/Transaction (Erase-No )
Command/Transaction (Erase-Yes)
Select Dialog Manager Menu
Browse Dialog Manager Text
Edit Dialog Manager Text
System environment
Free form
Exit to higher level

Security to use entry:
Userid
===> *
Terminal ===> *
Sec Keys ===>
Expire on ===>
PF:

3 ENd

(mask)
(mask)
(1-64)
(mm/dd/yy)

Z
W
N
P
I
?
*
L
D

-

Pass terminal to another system
Switch terminal to another system
Netgate ACCESS to another system
Program to XCTL to
Start transaction via ATI
Prompt user
Free form, always matched
Launch into new session -Freeform
Do not Launch - Freeform

External Sec
Class Name
Resource Name
Access Intent

===> NO
===>
===>
===>

(Yes/No)

(Exec,Read,Update)

4 RETUrn

This chapter describes the options you enter on these fields to construct a menu line
command string. This chapter also includes sections that describe how to use these fields
together to achieve specific tasks.
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Execution of Menu Line Commands
To really understand how to get things accomplished on a menu line, you need to know how
the Execute, Type, and Arguments fields work together.
When Dynamic Menus executes a menu line, it examines the Type field first. The Type field
contains a single character code that identifies a PIE Application command, such as CMD or
TRAN or TSWITCH. If the type code does stand for a command, that command is prefixed
to the beginning of the string in the Execute field.
Next Dynamic Menus examines the Arguments field. If it contains data, specified either by
default or by the user, that data is substituted for every occurrence of the &ARG variable in
the Execute field.
At that point, Dynamic Menus has created a complete command string for the menu line,
and the menu line is ready to be executed.
Let’s go through some examples. Say you code a menu line definition as follows:
...#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
C
CEMT
CEMT Task Inquiry
Execute ===> CEMT I TAS
Type
===> C

The C type code stands for CMD. It will be placed at the beginning of the string in the
Execute field, CEMT I TAS. There is no argument. The complete command string consists
of:
CMD CEMT I TAS
The string is passed to PIEEXEC, which executes it. (That, by the way, is how we process the
PIE commands in your command strings and how we handle command stacking, etc.)
Now, let’s say that instead of having several menu lines for CEMT Inquiries, you want to have
just one menu line that allows users to specify which inquiry they want. You also know that
they use the Terminal Inquiry most often. So you code TERM as the default argument. The
menu line definition looks like this:
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
C
CEMT
CEMT Inquiry
TERM
Execute ===> CEMT I &ARG
Type
===> C

The difference is the argument. TERM (or whatever the user specifies in the Arguments
field) will be substituted for the &ARG variable. So the execute sting will be:
CMD CEMT I TERM
Again, the string is passed to PIEEXEC, which executes it.
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Type Codes and PIE Commands
As mentioned above, the command string is passed to PIEEXEC, which executes it.
Because PIEEXEC gets control first, it can set up the environment in which the command is
processed. For example, it can set up AutoEnd, it can automatically clear the screen before a
transaction begins, it can parse out stacked commands, and so forth.
Usually, you will begin your command string with a PIE Application command. Some PIE
Application commands are used quite frequently, for example, CMD, TRAN, PASS,
TSWITCH, and ACCESS.
To make it more convenient for you to code these commands, we have provided type
codes. For example, C stands for CMD, and W stands for TSWITCH. These commands are
added to the beginning of your command string, as discussed in “Execution of Menu Line
Commands” on page 46.
If you omit the type code, the menu line is treated as a comment.
In this section, we will explain each of the type codes, their respective commands, and what
they are used for. Note that the commands are discussed more extensively in the PIE/CICS
Command Reference.

Free Form Type
F is a free form type code that does not represent a specific command. The F type can
be used with any executable string. In addition, the free form type code is required when
you need to begin the command string with a PIE command that has no type code. The
most common example is the AE (AutoEnd) command. You will use the AE command before
most of your applications. So, when coding most of your menu lines, you must use the free
form type code.

☞

If you specify a CICS transaction without specifying either CMD or TRAN to execute it,
TRAN will be used. See below for more information on these commands.

The * type code is both free form and always match. It shares all the characteristics of the
F type code, plus it performs error handling. If the user types something on the menu
command line that is not a valid menu option, the always match line executes. Whatever was
typed on the command line is passed to the always match line as an argument.

☞

The always match menu line must be the bottom item on the screen. Dynamic Menus
evaluates menu lines from top to bottom as they appear on the screen. Once the always
match line is reached in the search, it is executed.

The D and L type codes also function as free form.
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LAUNCH and Do not Launch Types
L stands for LAUNCH. Use it to execute the menu line application in a free session. D stands
for Do not launch. Use it to prevent a menu line from being launched automatically from a
menu running in the special session.
Usually, a started application runs in the same session the dynamic menu is active. However,
some MultiCICS customers want to use a single session to run a dynamic menu and the
remaining sessions to run applications from that menu. Both the PERFORM and LAUNCH
commands can accomplish that. The LAUNCH command is a special variation of
PERFORM, created just for this purpose. In fact, LAUNCH works exactly like the PERFORM
command with the following options:
PERFORM OPT=(NEW,LOG),T=abcd,arguments
Here is what it does: Before it starts the application, LAUNCH checks to see if it is already
running. It checks the menu line name against existing session names. If there is a match,
LAUNCH will switch to that session. If there is no match, LAUNCH will look for an available
session. It will give that session the menu line name as its session name, and it will execute
that application in that session.
Menus that run in a special session automatically launch their applications—whether or not
they specify the LAUNCH or PERFORM command on the menu line definitions. To prevent a
menu line from being launched, you must code the D type code in the menu line definition.
The D and L type codes function as free form, just like the F type code. When you use them,
you may begin the command string with AE or any other state command.

CMD and TRAN
C and T represent the CMD and TRAN commands respectively. You can use either type for
any CICS transaction. The principal difference between both commands is how the screen is
cleared before the command or transaction is executed. TRAN clears the screen and writes
the transaction string on the screen before the transaction is executed. CMD does not; it
simply executes the transaction and relies on the transaction itself to do any required screen
clearing.
Most transactions clear the screen before they execute. There is no reason to explicitly
request screen clearing with the TRAN command. So, for most transactions, CMD is the
more efficient choice. However, some older transactions do not clear the screen (CSMT, for
example, which runs in older versions of CICS). For these transactions, use TRAN to clear
the menu from the screen before executing the transaction.

MENU
M stands for MENU. Use this command to execute a PIE/CICS menu; either a dynamic
menu you’ve created or one of the standard menus shipped with the product.
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BROWSE and EDIT
B and E stand for BROWSE and EDIT, respectively. Use them to access a text file. For
example, use BROWSE to view a help text member.

SYSTEM (CICS blank screen)
S stands for SYSTEM. Use SYSTEM to give the user access to the CICS blank screen.

EXIT
X stands for EXIT. Use X for the exit menu line. It will end the menu and go back one level.
When you use type code X, you do not need to type anything in the Execute field.

PASS, TSWITCH, and ACCESS
Z, W, and N stand for PASS, TSWITCH, and (NetGate) ACCESS, respectively. These
commands transfer control to another session and run a VTAM application. See “VTAM
Applications” in the Customization Guide for information on the commands and how to
code the command string.

XCTL and ATI START
P stands for PROGRAM. Use it to XCTL to a program with a commarea. This is just like
executing the standard CICS XCTL command from a program.
I stands for START. Use it to ATI START a transaction.
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PROMPT
? stands for PROMPT. Use it to send a line of text to the user.
When the user presses an AID key, the text can be sent to CICS. Use this to allow the user to
modify the command string. For example—
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
C
CEMT
CEMT Terminal Inquiry
Execute ===> CEMT I TERM(
) ARG=blank
Type
===> ?

—will display
CEMT I TERM(

)

The user can fill in the terminal ID:
CEMT I TERM(M4A4)
and press ENTER to execute the command.
You can also use PROMPT to send a simple message to the user. To do so, you execute the
PROMPT command with Confirm End (see “AutoEnd” on page 51). Because you must code
CE before PROMPT, you must use the F, not the ?, type code.
For example, you could send a message to the user before you execute a transaction. You
code the following menu line definition:
Execute ===> CE PROMPT Use I option to inquire, P option to print.;CMD ABCD
Type
===> F

Before Dynamic Menus executes the ABCD transaction, it sends the user the message:
Use I option to inquire, P option to print.
Here the user can make no response except to press an AID key. PIE/CICS will continue
processing as specified in the command string.
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AutoEnd
AutoEnd returns the user to the previous menu after an application ends. For example, if you
execute a payroll application from a menu with AutoEnd, the user returns to the previous
menu that invoked the payroll application. AutoEnd eliminates the CICS blank screen,
ensuring the user is always presented with a menu.
AutoEnd suppresses the final send from the application if that send does not
pseudo-converse. So it eliminates blank and useless screens sent by applications when they
end. For example, it suppresses the STATUS: SESSION ENDED message sent by CEMT.
The reduction in the amount of administrative overhead associated with the completion of
each task provides a simpler user interface and reduces network traffic.
The following diagram shows the major AutoEnd processing steps to return control to a
previous session after an application ends
The application ends.

Check the AutoEnd exit. Is
AutoEnd suppressed or
converted to Confirm End?

YES

Do as the AutoEnd exit says.
When the user ends the
application with an AID key,

NO
Are there more pending
commands stacked on the
menu line?

YES
Execute the next command.

NO
Were multiple menu lines
selected at once and is there
another menu line still to be
executed?

YES

Execute the next command.

NO
Return to the previous session.
Is there an active application
running within this session?

YES

Execute the next command.

NO
End the session and return to
the previous session. Run the
final PIE command instead if
MultiCICS is not used or this is
the last session.
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When AutoEnd Works and When It Doesn’t
AutoEnd works for conversational, pseudo-conversational, and non-conversational
transactions. There are some restrictions.

• AutoEnd supports transactions that pseudo-converse using EXEC CICS RETURN
TRANSID. AutoEnd does not work for transactions that pseudo-converse using the
next tranid on the screen or in the screen buffer. PIE/CICS is not be able to detect the
next tranid and will interrupt the application.

• Some transactions do a final send that is not pseudo-conversational, but is important
to the user. AutoEnd is not appropriate for these applications because it suppresses
screen messages. Use Confirm End in these cases. Confirm End completes the
application when the user presses an AID key.
AutoEnd is suppressed under the following conditions:

•
•
•
•

Transaction is still pseudo-conversing using EXEC CICS RETURN TRANSID().
System mode is active.
The terminal is in BMS paging mode.
An ATI started task is pending.

If AutoEnd is active when an application abends, AutoEnd changes to Confirm End to allow
the user to read the final message sent by the application.

☞
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Specifying AutoEnd
AutoEnd is the default processing mode for all PIE/CICS menus, utilities, and commands.
For all other applications, you must specify AutoEnd explicitly. To do so, use one of the free
form type codes (F or *) and code AE at the beginning of the menu line command string.
AE must be entered before CMD, TRAN, or the transaction ID in the command string.
Otherwise, AE does not receive control before the command is issued, and has no way to
return control to the menu. If you use any type code other than F or *, a PIE Application
command is placed before the AE command in the command string, disabling it. You may
code other PIE state commands before AE, if you like.
For example, to specify AutoEnd for CEMT, specify the following:
Execute ===> AE CEMT I TAS
Type
===> F

As a rule of thumb, all non-PIE/CICS applications should be coded with AutoEnd. Then
execute the menu line and determine whether AutoEnd works properly with the application. If
it does not, edit the menu line and remove AE. Users can return to the menu with a system
end key. (See “Native CICS: System Mode” on page 27 of the Operation and
Administration Guide.) If you like, you can even add such applications to the AutoEnd exit
and suppress AutoEnd for them automatically.
Confirm End is set the same way, except that you use the CE command. For example, to
specify Confirm End for CEMT, specify the following:
Execute ===> CE CEMT I TAS
Type
===> F

Propagating Application States
There are certain PIE commands that set “state variables.” For example, the AE command
sets the AutoEnd state, NOUCT disables uppercase translation, and NOOPT disables
NetMizer optimization. State commands are described in the PIE/CICS Command
Reference.
As you have already seen, you can set command states from the menu line. For example,
you will frequently use AE to set AutoEnd on for a menu line. You can also set states that
apply to entire menu. When you do, state characteristics are inherited for all items on the
menu, including submenus.
For example, if a main menu is executed with the command:
AE MENU PIEMAIN
The AutoEnd attribute applies to all selectable options listed as items on the PIEMAIN menu.
You can code PIEMAIN menu line definitions without specifying AE. For example, the
following menu line would execute with AutoEnd on, even though AE is not specified:
Execute ===> ORDR
Type
===> C

☞

Like AE, other PIE state commands must be placed before CMD, TRAN, SYSID, or the
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transaction ID in the command string in order to receive control before the command is
issued. When you code any PIE state command, use type code F.

Command Stacking
Entering multiple command s on the menu line is referred to as stacking. Stacked commands
execute in the same order as there are entered in the command string. The commands must
be separated from each other in the string with a delimiter defined in the PIE profile. It is
usually best to have at least one delimiter that is common to all profiles. A semi-colon (;) is the
default command delimiter.
A delimiter is not required for commands without parameters. For example, AE has no
parameters and does not require a delimiter. On the other hand, CMD does have parameters
and you must place a delimiter between CMD and the next command in the string.
Suppose that you want a user to browse two news files consecutively; one for global news,
the second for local news. You code the menu line definition as follows:
Execute ===> BROWSE PIEGNEWS;BROWSE PIELNEWS
Type
===> F

(You could also code the definition using the B type code and eliminating the first BROWSE
command.)
When the user presses PF3 to end the first browse, the second BROWSE command
executes automatically.
Stacked commands must be controlled by AutoEnd, either automatically or explicitly. The
preceding Execute field is fine, because the BROWSE command is a PIE Application
command, and it AutoEnds automatically. Suppose you wanted to execute two non-PIE
commands, CEDA and CEMT, for example. You would code the Execute field as follows:
Execute ===> AE CMD CEDA;AE CMD CEMT
Type
===> F

When you stack commands, you may place the &ARG variable in more than one place. Note,
however, that the user can enter only one argument. So the same text will be going to the
variable in each location.
Execute ===> AE CMD CEDA &ARG;AE CMD CEMT &ARG
Type
===> F
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If the first transaction is non-conversational, the next transaction will be executed
immediately. The user does not have to press a key to end the transaction.
For example, the PIE Application command USERDATA is non-conversational. It accepts an
argument from the user and places it in the &ZUDATA variable. The following example places
the argument the user supplies in the &ZUDATA variable and the plays a script called
SYSTEM.APACCNT, which requires that variable:
Execute ===> USERDATA &ARG;SCRIPT PLAY SYSTEM.APACCNT
Type
===> F
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Executing Transactions and Commands
To execute a standard CICS application, we recommend that you use AutoEnd and the
CMD PIE command. This combination prevents messages from being displayed before and
after the application starts and ends. Also, the user is returned to the menu when the
application ends.
To do so, specify F in the Type field and the following in the Execute field:
AE CMD transaction arguments
If you would like the user to be able to specify arguments in the Arguments field, code
&ARG after the transaction:
AE CMD transaction &ARG
If you type a value as a default in the Arguments field, the user may overtype that value at
run time. If you want some arguments to be standard, but you also want to allow the user to
add more arguments, code the Execute field as follows:
AE CMD transaction arguments &ARG
“Case Studies”, beginning on page 83 has numerous sample menu line definitions for
standard CICS applications. Please refer to that chapter for examples and explanations.

Executing PIE Commands
Executing PIE Application commands from Dynamic Menus is simple. Simply use the F type
code and specify the command in the Execute field. For example:
Execute ===> PRINTID PRT1
Type
===> F

AutoEnd is automatic, so you need not specify it. The command string is sent directly to
PIEEXEC, so you need not begin the string with an escape string or PEXE.
It does not happen often, but you may need to execute a PIE Environment command. If you
do, prefix the command with EC. For example, code the following to open session 1 and
switch to it. For example:
Execute ===> EC OPEN 1
Type
===> F
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Executing Scripts and PIE/REXX Programs
Scripts are particularly useful to complete repetitive, well-defined tasks. You can create
scripts to automatically perform daily user activities, such as logging on to a TSO system,
conditionally navigating through a menu system, or entering data on screen fields.
REXX programs provide a variety of benefits. For example, you can code a simple command
string in a REXX program and execute the program from many different dynamic menus. If
you need to make changes to the command string, the changes become effective
everywhere that program is executed. You don’t have to change each and every menu line.
Also command strings are limited to 66 characters. If you have a longer command string, you
can place it in a REXX program, then execute the REXX program from the menu.
To execute a PIE/REXX program, simply execute the REXX transaction as described in the
PIE/REXX manual. If you want it to be executed in script mode, specify (SCRIPT as an
argument to the REXX transaction or code OPTIONS ‘SCRIPT’ on the first line of the
program. For example:
Execute ===> REXX ACCOUNT.PROGRAM (SCRIPT
Type
===> F

To execute a play-back script, execute the SCRIPT command with the PLAY parameter.
Execute ===> SCRIPT PLAY ACCOUNT.PROGRAM
Type
===> F

REXX is a PIE Application command. SCRIPT is an Environmental command.

☞

See “Scripts” on page 93 of the Operation and Administration Guide and the PIE/REXX
User Guide for information on creating scripts.
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Hierarchical Menus
To create hierarchical menus, you simply execute a menu in a menu line using the MENU
command. Use the M type code and type the menu name in the Execute field.
Execute ===> MKTMENU
Type
===> M

Or use the F type code and type MENU menuname in the Execute field.
Execute ===> MENU MKTMENU
Type
===> F

You may use the MAIN parameter after the MENU command, which establishes this menu
as a main menu. PIE/CICS returns to this menu when the user presses PF4, RETURN.
Execute ===> MENU MAIN MKTMENU
Type
===> F

If you want the user to be able to fast-path to items on this menu, code (&ARG after the
menu name. (The &ARG variable allows the menu to accept the fast-path string and to pass
the string to the next item in the path.)
Execute ===> MENU MKTMENU (&ARG
Type
===> F

If you want to run the new menu in the special session, prefix the MENU command with EC
or ENV.
Execute ===> EC MENU MKTMENU (&ARG
Type
===> F
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Accessing Text Files: Help, News, and Bulletin Boards
Text files can be quite helpful to your users. News files can keep them informed of events
and issues in the company and department. Help text files can help users with both the
menus and the applications available on the menu.

Help and News
1. Create a help or news member with the PIE EDIT command, or upload an existing text
member using the Repository Load Utility. See “Text Utility” on page 67 and “Repository
Load Utility” on page 77 of the Operation and Administration Guide for procedures.
2. Then on the menu line, access the member with the BROWSE command. You can use
type code B and type the name of the member in the Execute field. If you specify a
Group ID, that group will be used. If you omit the Group ID, PIE/CICS will go through the
standard hierarchical search for a matching member (see “Getting Started” on page 9 of
the Operation and Administration Guide).
Execute ===> MKTNEWS
Type
===> B

Or you can use the F type code and type BROWSE membername in the Execute field.
Execute ===> BROWSE MTKNEWS
Type
===> F

☞ The Logon Director also has a news facility. Users can see company news before
they log on.

Menu Exit Line
All menus need menu exit lines. An exit line returns control to the previous session. At the
uppermost menu, it ends the session.
To code an exit line, simply specify type code X on the menu line definition. No text is needed
in the Execute field.
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Running an Application in Another VTAM APPLID
Using PIE/CICS, you can log on to a VTAM application or CICS region and execute
programs running in another. You can execute programs in different types of VTAM
applications, such as TSO and IMS, and in unconnected CICS regions, such as stand-alone
regions or multiple MRO TORs.
Using Dynamic Menus to run programs in other VTAM applications gives users the
perception of a single, integrated system. Users don’t have to remember what runs where.
They just use sessions or menu lines to execute the programs they want.
You can make the process completely transparent to the user, which also enhances the
single system image. Users can be automatically logged on to the target region, in which
case the logon screen is not displayed. The application program is executed automatically.
From the user’s point of view, all the applications are executing from the same CICS region.
PIE/CICS handles the transfer of control to the target application and back to the originating
application. It handles the sign on and can pass data, such as the PIE profile. It also handles
errors, such as a target application being unavailable or a rejected logon. Instead of leaving
the terminal at the VTAM logo, which could be confusing to a user who did not know he was
passing through VTAM in the first place, PIE/CICS would return the user to the menu from
which the request was made.
See “VTAM Applications” on page 109 of the Customization Guide for information about
setting up command strings.
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Special Menu Lines and Features
Native CICS
You can give users access to the native CICS transaction environment with the SYSTEM
command. PIE/CICS restores the native transaction environment and presents the user with
the CICS blank screen. Users can type in transactions as they do normally without PIE/CICS.
Under PIE/CICS, native CICS is called system mode.
PIE/CICS commands are still available in system mode (when prefixed with PEXE). If
MultiCICS is installed, users can still switch between sessions using their escape string.
To give users access to system mode, specify type code S on the menu line definition. No
text is needed in the Execute field.Or, you can specify the F type code and type SYSTEM in
the Execute field.

☞

You cannot use AutoEnd with system mode. Users exit from system mode by pressing a
system end key. See “Native CICS: System Mode” on page 27 of the Operation and
Administration Guide for more information.

Error Handling
You can create a menu line to execute when a selected menu option is invalid. The * type
code is both free form and generically matches all input. If an invalid option is entered on a
menu command line, the always match line executes instead. Whatever is typed on the
command line is passed to the always match line as an argument. The same would occur if
the menu option were selected programmatically—by another menu line, an API, the PIE
initial command.
To code an always match entry, specify the * type code and any command string. To accept
the argument from the command line, specify the &ARG variable in the command string.

☞

The always match menu line must be placed as the bottom line of a menu. Dynamic
Menus evaluates menu lines in display sequence from top to bottom. Once the always
match line is reached in the search, it is executed.

Examples
Suppose you set up a menu of VTAM applications with only the most common VTAM
APPLIDs on the menu. You could set up an always match entry to execute all other VTAM
applications, using the argument specified in the command line. The always match menu line
definition would be:
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
A
VTAM
All others
Specify APPLID ===>
Execute ===> TSWITCH &ARG &ZUSER/&ZPSWD
Type
===> *

Then, when a user specified a VTAM application in the command line, the always match line
would execute it using the TSWITCH command.
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More commonly, you would use the always match line in a menu that users never see. For
example, you could set up a menu of commands and execute options from the menu using
an API. The always match line could be a descriptive error message:
Execute ===> CE PROMPT Invalid option. Call the helpdesk.
Type
===> *

This would prompt the user with the message and returns to the menu when the user
presses ENTER. (You can avoid sending the user to the menu that they aren’t supposed to
see by stacking the EXIT command on the end of the command string.)
Or suppose that you had a number of user groups, and the only difference in their profiles is
the initial command. You could set up a single profile with session 1 executing a menu. In
your initial command, you can switch to the session and select an option from it using the
group name.
Initial command—[SWITCH] 1 &ZGROUP
Session 1 Execute—MENU INITMENU (&ARG
You must use the SWITCH command—not OPEN—to pass the argument. The (&ARG
parameter accepts the argument from the SWITCH command.
The menu, INITMENU, could have a separate line for every user group that has special
requirements and a single, always match line for the rest. (Notice that even the Exit line
precedes the always match line.)
Initialization
Option ===>
..#.. Name....
1
ACTPAY
2
ACTREC
3
CUSTSERV
4
MKTG
X
Exit
A
OTHER
**END**
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Title..................................... Arguments.........
- Accounts Payable Main Menu
- Accounts Receivable Main Menu
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Executing Applications in Different MultiCICS Sessions
Normally, when a user selects an item from a PIE/CICS dynamic menu, the application
executes in the same session as the menu. Often, however, MultiCICS users want to run a
menu in a single MultiCICS session and have their applications execute in other sessions.
Thus, the dynamic menu serves as an extended Sessions menu.
This is helpful because dynamic menus are more flexible—they allow room for comments
and customized header information—and they provide menu security, which dynamically
omits menu lines before a user sees the menu.

GOTO Command
GOTO executes a menu line. If the line is not on the current menu, GOTO performs a
sequential backward search of previously active menus. The search continues until either the
line is found or a main menu or the highest level menu of the current session is reached. If
MultiCICS is active, the search extends to the Sessions menu.
The format of the GOTO command is:
GOTO menu-item
menu-item

Number, name, or fast-path series (e.g., 3.7.EDIT) that identifies a
selectable menu line item. You can use wildcards to generically select a
menu-item.

The following sections demonstrate possible uses of the GOTO command.

Chaining Menu Lines
Menu lines can be linked together. For example, you might create a tutorial consisting of
separate help text members listed as individual menu lines. If you chain these help text
members together, users can select a single menu line and read through the remaining part
of the tutorial without having to exit to the menu and select the next member.
Another use for chained menu lines gives users the capability to select individual programs
that normally run in sequence. By default, chained menus lines automatically process the
next option in the sequence. But, because each program has its own menu line, users can
begin wherever they choose.
To chain menu lines, simply stack the GOTO command at the end of the Execute field:
Execute ===> BROWSE AUDIT01;GOTO 2
Type
===> F

When you do this, it is best to put a comment on the menu to notify users that they can exit
the chain with PF4.
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Long Execution String
A menu Execute field is limited to 66 characters. If you are stacking commands and need
more space, execute a REXX program instead. containing the string (see page 57).
Alternatively, you can place the command string on two menu lines and call the second
menu line from the first with a GOTO. For example, to code the following menu line
AE CMD CEMT SET PROG(&ARG) NEW;AE CMD CORE=LOAD=&ARG;AE CMD
CNTL=ON,PROG=&ARG
you must use two menu lines linked with a GOTO command.:
Execute ===> AE CMD CEMT SET PROG(&ARG) NEW;AE CMD CORE=LOAD=&ARG;GOTO 2
Type
===> F
Execute ===> AE CMD CNTL=ON,PROG=&ARG
Type
===> F

Calling a Menu Line from an API
Typically, CICS applications are interrelated. You may have separate billing and AP programs
that require the same data. You can integrate these programs using a CICS XCTL command
and pass shared data in a commarea. For example, you could allow the user to invoke the
billing program from the AP program and pass the customer number automatically.
The XCTL command does not work if transactions run in different CICS regions. However,
you can use the Dynamic Menus API. The API allows you to transaction XCTL to the other
transaction. It also allows you to GOTO another menu line.
Using GOTO to a menu line has some advantages:

• Data specified within the menu is always passed with the initial Terminal Input/Output
Areas (TIOA)

• If menu line security is active and the user is not authorized for the transaction, the
user receives the menu message “selection unavailable”, rather than causing a
security violation.

Simulating Commands Entered from the Command Line
Users can enter special commands from the menu command line. For example, they can
specify HELP for the menu help text, DOWN to scroll forward in a menu, or END to return to
the previous menu.
Use the GOTO command to execute commands from a menu line. For example, after
executing a menu line, you may want to page down one screen. To do so, execute GOTO
DOWN PAGE at the end of the command string.
Execute ===> AE CMD ORDR1;GOTO DOWN PAGE
Type
===> F
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NetMizer Optimization
NetMizer optimization is designated with PIE/CICS environment commands. You may have
to reset the default NetMizer optimization for specific applications. For example, in the case
study “Creating a User Group Menu”, beginning on page 93, the file transfer program sends
data that is not in 3270 format. In this case, you must reset NetMizer optimization to
NON3270 before the command to be executed. If you code AE or another prefix, you must
code NON3270 before the prefix. For example: NON3270 AE CMD FLTR CICSTEST &ARG
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The Menu Line screen has fields to set security authorization for individual lines of a Dynamic
Menu. If the user and terminal pass all security checks, the line appears as part of the screen
shown on the user’s terminal. If any security check fails, the line is not shown.
The following figures show the same menu before and after security removed the
FORECAST option.
Customer Services (CSV03JJC) -------------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
Wed Mar 21 (99.080)
VTAM Node:VTM01005
CICSPROD
_ O

ORDER

- Purchase Orders

_ B

BACKLOG

- Update backlog database

_ BR

BACKRPT

- Print backlog report

_ A
_ AT

ACCOUNT

- Search account by name
- Tutorial for ACCOUNT

_ F

FORECAST - Sales forecast by month

Exit
- Exit Menu
**END**
F1=Help
F2=SElect
F3=ENd

===>

===> Mar

_ X

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

Customer Services (CSV03JJC) -------------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
Wed Mar 21 (96.080)
VTAM Node:VTM01005
CICSPROD
_ O

ORDER

- Purchase Orders

_ B

BACKLOG

- Update backlog database

_ BR

BACKRPT

- Print backlog report

_ A
_ AT

ACCOUNT

- Search account by name
- Tutorial for ACCOUNT

Exit
- Exit Menu
**END**
F1=Help
F2=SElect
F3=ENd

===>

_ X

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

There are a number of factors that determine how a menu line is secured. This chapter
describes these factors in detail.
Menu line security fields fall into two groups: external and internal security. We will explain the
groups separately.
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External Security
The external security fields are:

•
•
•
•

External Sec
Class Name
Resource Name
Access Intent

Security to use entry:
Userid
===> *
Terminal ===> *
Sec Keys ===>
Expire on ===>

(mask)
(mask)
(1-64)
(mm/dd/yy)

External Sec
Class Name
Resource Name
Access Intent

===> NO
===>
===>
===>

(Yes/No)

(Exec,Read,Update)

The External Sec field is the primary field. It determines whether Dynamic Menus checks the
menu line with your external security system. If YES is entered on this field, Dynamic Menus
performs the check. If the user (or terminal) passes the check, the menu line is displayed. If
the user fails, the menu line will be omitted from the menu display.
If NO is entered on the External Sec field, Dynamic Menus bypasses the external security
check. The menu line is displayed regardless if the user is authorized to execute the menu
line. When the user actually executes the line, external security will be checked, so there is no
danger that users could execute applications they are prohibited from using. The issue here
is the appearance of the menu line on the user’s terminal.
Still, unless the line is so innocuous that everyone can use it (such as an exit line), it is
probably best to code YES for the External Sec field. Clearing away menu lines that users
cannot execute makes good sense from both a user and security perspective.
The resource must already be defined to external security. If Dynamic Menus checks on a
resource that is not defined, it takes the following action for the following class types:

•
•
•
•

TRAN: Menu line omitted
PROGRAM: Menu line displayed
FILE: Menu line displayed
APPL: Menu line omitted

You can change the default for a class by changing the PC@XPSEC exit. See “Operation of
Security Exits” on page 78 for PIE/CICS requirements for external security and information
about the PC@XPSC exit.

Class Name, Resource Name, and Access Intent
If External Sec is YES, Dynamic Menus verifies the menu line execute string with your
external security system using data from the Class Name, Resource Name, and Access
Intent fields. You can code these fields yourself or allow Dynamic Menus to supply defaults.
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Security Defaults
The following table shows the values Dynamic Menus uses as defaults.
Command

Class
Name

Resource name

RACF/ACF2

TOPSECRET

OMNIGUARD

Access Intent

Type
Code

T

TRAN

TRAN

transaction code

R

O

X

C

CMD/COM

TRAN

transaction code

R

O

X

S

SYSTEM

TRAN

CICS

R

O

X

?

PROMPT

TRAN

CICS

R

O

X

I

START

TRAN

transaction code

R

O

X

P

XCTL

PROGRA
M

program name

R

O

X

M

MENU

FILE

menu name

X

R

R

B

BROWSE

FILE

text member name

R

R

R

E

EDIT

FILE

text member name

U

U

U

W

TSWITCH

APPL

system ID

X

O

X

Z

PASS

APPL

system ID

X

O

X

N

ACCESS

APPL

system ID

X

O

X

Notice these defaults are not valid values for RACF or ACF2 or any other security system.
These are PIE/CICS values. When the PC@XPSEC exit checks the menu line with your
security system, it translates the PIE values to valid security system values.
If you stacked commands in the Execute field, PIE/CICS checks only the first command in
the stack. For example, if you specify:
CE PROMPT Have a nice day;AE CMD PAYR
PIE/CICS checks user authority to execute the CE command (PIE/CICS transaction PEXE),
not the PAYR transaction.

Coding the Values Manually
Defaults are convenient, but they do not always produce the results you intend. For sensitive
lines, we recommend that you code the Class Name, Resource Name, and Access Intent
fields explicitly so that the check is done exactly as you want it to be done.
The important thing to remember in coding the Class Name and Access Intent fields is that
you do not supply valid values for your security system. You must supply values that are valid
in PIE/CICS. When it checks the menu line with your security system, the PC@XPSEC exit
translates the PIE values to valid security system values.
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The following tables show valid PIE values for Class Name and Access Intent and their
translation. The Resource Name field is coded normally, with the transaction code, program
name, menu name, CICS, etc.
Class Names:
Valid PIE value

RACF
translation

ACF2
translation

TOPSECRET
translation

OMNIGUARD
translation

TRAN

TCICSTRN*

TRANS

OTR->>>?

TRANSID

PROGRAM

MCICSPPT*

PROGRAM

PPT-QQQ?

PROGRAM

FILE

FCICSFCT*

FILE

FCT-FFF? or
ABSTRACT or
FLD-RRR? †

FILE

APPL

TCICSTRN*

TRANS

ABSTRACT

APPL

LCF

not available

not available

LCF

not available

*These values are actually translated to the value specified in the XTRAN, XFCT, and XPPT
parameters in the SIT. The values in the table are used at the majority of installations.
FCT-FFF? is the default implementation. You can use either ABSTRACT or FLD-RRR? as an
alternative implementation.
Access Intent:
Valid PIE value

RACF
translation

ACF2
translation

TOPSECRET
translation

OMNIGUARD
translation

E

RACF read
authority

ACF2 general
authority

TOPSECRET
read authority

ENTER

X

RACF read
authority

ACF2 general
authority

TOPSECRET
read authority

ENTER

R

RACF read
authority

ACF2 read
authority

TOPSECRET
read authority

READ

U

RACF update
authority

ACF2 update
authority

TOPSECRET
update
authority

WRITE

O

not available

not available

null (code not
required)

not available
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Example
Suppose you have RACF and you want to secure the execute string:
AE CMD BKLG
You begin by coding YES for External Sec. To ensure that you get the values you want, you
also specify the correct class name, resource name, and access intent. You refer to “Coding
the Values Manually” on page 69, for valid PIE values and code the following:
Security to use entry:
Userid
===> *
Terminal ===> *
Sec Keys ===>
Expire on ===>

(mask)
(mask)
(1-64)
(mm/dd/yy)
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Access Intent
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===>
===>
===>
===>

YES
(Yes/No)
TRAN
BKLG
R
(Exec,Read,Update)
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Defining External Security Rules
RACF
PIE classes are values entered on the Class Name field of a menu line or assigned by default
when Class Name is blank. PIE classes are translated into the corresponding RACF classes.)
Class

RACF Class

Max Len.

Prefix

Format

TRAN

TCICSTRN

13

CICS prefix

CCCCCCCC.nnnn

PROGRAM

MCICSPPT

17

CICS prefix

CCCCCCCC.nnnnnnnn

FILE

FCICSFCT

17

none

qqqqqqqq.nnnnnnnn

FILE*

TCICSTRN

13

PIE

PIE.nnnnnnnn

APPL

TCICSTRN

13

APPL

APPL.nnnnnnnn

In your CICS SIT, specify YES or any name for XTRAN, XFCT, and XPPT. You must not
specify NO for any of these parameters.
TRAN Resources
PIE TRAN resources are protected as RACF TCICSTRN (or value for XTRAN) class
resources. A CICS prefix may be added by PIE/CICS, if required.
PROGRAM Resources
PIE PROGRAM resources are protected as RACF TCICSPPT (or value for XPPT) class
resources. A CICS prefix may be added by PIE/CICS, if required.
FILE Resources
PIE FILE class covers menus and text members. Text members are acquired for browse with
access equal to READ and for update with access equal to WRITE. PIE FILE resources are
protected as RACF TCICSFCT (or value for XFCT) resources. The PIE FILE class is translated
into the RACF TCICSFCT class. XFCT=YES in the SIT will cause RACF to check file control
entries.
In menu line definitions, these objects can be specified with their high level qualifiers (Group
name)—e.g., TECHSVC.MAINMENU. If the resource name is specified in a menu line, you
may precede it with a Group name, if you like. If you do so, be sure that your RACF rules are
set up to support the use of a qualifier for TCICSFCT class. The menu or text member name
should consistently carry a qualifier so that a qualified name will be available as a default
resource name when the Resource Name field is blank.
The second FILE class entry (tagged with an asterisk in the class table) gives an alternative
implementation of the class for menus and text members. When you need to use the
TCICSTRN class for such objects, PIE/CICS automatically adds the PIE. in front of the
unqualified menu or text member name to distinguish them from transaction IDs. This
implementation does not allow for a qualified name. Since a menu or text member name in
the execute string of a menu line often has a Group name, you need to consistently use the
Resource Name field to pass an unqualified resource name.
To use TCICSTRN for FILE, simply remove the first FILE entry from the table and reassemble
PC@XPSEC. The class table in source module PC@XPSEC is labeled CLASSTBL.
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APPL Resources
The PIE APPL class is used for VTAM applications. It shares the RACF TCICSTRN class. In
order to distinguish the system IDs from other PIE classes that share the TCICSTRN class,
PIE/CICS automatically adds the APPL. prefix to the resource name. (You do not need to
provide APPL. in the Resource Name field.)

TOPSECRET
PIE
class

TOPS
class

Resource name constructed

Max Len.

Prefix

Qualifier

Format

TRAN

OTR->>>?

8

none

no

nnnn

LCF

LCF

8

none

no

nnnn

PROGRAM

PPT-QQQ?

8

none

no

nnnnnnnn

FILE

FCT-FFF?

8

none

no

nnnnnnnn

FILE*

ABSTRACT

8

none

no

nnnnnnnn

FILE@

FLD-RRR?

8

none

no

nnnnnnnn

APPL

ABSTRACT

8

none

no

nnnnnnnn

TRAN Resources
PIE TRAN resources are protected as TOPSECRET OTR->>>? class resources. An
OTR->>>? name is limited to 4 characters.
LCF Resources
The only way to associate the LCF class with a menu line is to specify it in the Class name
field of a menu line. LCF resources are protected as TOPSECRET LCF class resources. The
names are limited to 4 characters.
PROGRAM Resources
PIE PROGRAM resources are protected as TOPSECRET PPT-QQQ? resources.
PPT-QQQ? names are limited to eight characters.
FILE Resources
PIE FILE class covers menus and text members. Text members are acquired for browse with
access intent READ and for update with access intent WRITE. In menu lines, these objects
may be specified with their high level qualifiers (Group name)—e.g., TECHSVC.MAINMENU
where the menu, MAINMENU.
PIE FILE class resources are normally protected as TOPSECRET FCT-FFF? resources. If a
Group name is present in the menu/text name, it is removed, and only the object name
portion will be used as the resource name.
If the FCT-FFF? class is already being used and it is impractical to share it with PIE menus
and text members, choose one of the two alternatives given in the class table (these are
tagged with * and @).
If the TOPSECRET ABSTRACT class is not used for other purposes, use it for PIE FILE
resources (see table item tagged with an *), otherwise use the FLD-RRR?. (See the table item
tagged with an @.) To use the ABSTRACT class for FILE, remove the first FILE entry from the
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class table and reassemble PC@XPSEC. To use the FLD-RRR? class for FILE, remove all
other FILE entries and reassemble PC@XPSEC. The class table in source module
PC@XPSEC is labeled CLASSTBL.
APPL Resources
The PIE APPL class is used for VTAM applications. Such resources are protected as
TOPSECRET ABSTRACT class resources. An ABSTRACT resource name is limited to eight
characters.

ACF2
If you are using ACF2 version 5.2 or higher, the CICSKEY definitions for the resource type
must specify APISCABI=NO.
When PIE calls ACF2, we turn on a flag saying “do not log violation” since the user is not
accessing a resource. We are simply determining whether the user is authorized for the
resource. APISCABI=NO allows us to do so.
PIE
Class

ACF2
Class

Max
Len.

Resource name constructed
Prefix

Qualifie
r

Format

TRAN

TRANS

13

none

yes

pppppppp.nnnn

PROGRAM

PROGRA
M

17

none

yes

pppppppp.nnnnnnnn

FILE

FILE

17

none

yes

pppppppp.nnnnnnnn

FILE*

TRANS

21

PIE

yes

PIE.pppppppp.nnnnnnnn

APPL

TRANS

13

APPL

no

APPL.nnnnnnnn

TRAN Resources
PIE TRAN resources are protected as ACF2 TRANS class resources. The longest resource
name in this class is 13. So there is room for the resource name to carry a high level qualifier,
like qqqqqqqq.nnnn where qqqqqqqq is the high level qualifier and nnnn is the resource
name (transid or sysid). You may code a qualified name in the Resource name field of a
menu line definition and create ACF2 rules to work with this resource name format.
Remember that the default names built for TRAN do not have high level qualifiers.
PROGRAM Resources
PIE PROGRAM resources are protected as ACF2 PROGRAM class resources. There is room
to pass a qualified qqqqqqqq.pppppppp name if necessary. You may code a qualified
program name in the Resource name field of the menu line definition and create ACF2
rules to work with this resource name format. Remember that default names built for
PROGRAM do not have high level qualifiers.
FILE Resources
PIE FILE class covers menu and text members. Text members are acquired for browse with
access equal to READ and for update with access equal to WRITE. In menu lines, these
objects may be specified with their Group names—e.g., TECHSVC.MAINMENU where the
menu, MAINMENU.
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PIE FILE class resources are normally protected as ACF2 FILE class resources. There is
room to pass both Group and object name to ACF2. You may code qualified menu or text
member names in the Resource name field of the menu line definition and create ACF2
rules to work with this FILE name format. If the menu or text member does not have a high
level qualifier in the execute string, and Resource name field is left blank, the default name
created will not have a high level qualifier.
An alternative implementation for FILE (see the class table entry tagged with *) is to use the
ACF2 TRANS class. With this approach, a PIE. prefix will be automatically added by
PIE/CICS to the (qualified) menu/text names to distinguish them from other TRANS
resources. (You do not need to provide PIE. in the Resource Name field.) To use the
ACF2 class TRANS for FILE, remove the first FILE entry from the class table in PC@XPSEC
and reassemble PC@XPSEC. The class table in PC@XPSEC is labeled CLASSTBL.
APPL Resources
The PIE APPL class is used for VTAM applications. It shares the ACF2 TRANS class. In order
to distinguish the system IDs from transactions, the APPL. prefix is added by PIE/CICS. (You
do not need to provide APPL. in the Resource Name field.)

OMNIGUARD
PIE
Class

OMNI
Class

Resource name constructed

Max
Length

Prefix

Qualifier

Format

TRAN

TRANSID

22

none

none

nnn..n

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

22

none

none

nnn..n

FILE

FILE

22

none

none

nnn..n

APPL

TRANS

22

none

none

nnn..n

A resource name longer than the length of name for the object (like maximum of four for
transid and eight for program name) may be used for access verification purposes for all four
OMNIGUARD resource classes The Resource Name field on a menu line limits the
resource name to 22 characters. Using the Resource Name field rather than letting
PIE/CICS compute a default resource name will give results consistent with your access
rules.
TRANSID Resources
These resources are acquired from OMNIGUARD with USE=ENTER. Therefore rules for
TRANSID resources should have ENTER for ACCESS.
PROGRAM Resources
Programs are acquired with USE=ENTER. Therefore rules for PROGRAM resources should
have ENTER for ACCESS.
FILE Resources
Menus are acquired as FILE resources with USE equal to READ.
Text members are acquired for browse with USE equal to READ and for update with USE
equal to WRITE.
Menu line execute strings often specify both Group and member names for menus and text
objects. If a menu line contains a FILE class resource with blank Resource Name field,
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PIE/CICS will extract this (qualified or unqualified) name to use as resource name.
APPL Resources
These resources are acquired with USE=ENTER. Therefore their rules should be created with
ENTER for ACCESS.
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Internal Security
The internal security fields are:

•
•
•
•

Userid
Terminal
Sec Keys
Expire on

Security to use entry:
Userid
===> *
Terminal ===> *
Sec Keys ===>
Expire on ===>

(mask)
(mask)
(1-64)
(mm/dd/yy)

External Sec
Class Name
Resource Name
Access Intent

===> NO
===>
===>
===>

(Yes/No)

(Exec,Read,Update)

Internal security fields control menu lines that external security does not control. For example,
you can use these fields to secure a menu line that executes another menu. Or, you can use
them to allow access to a particular function of a transaction while denying access to
another function of the same transaction.
Let’s take an example. Suppose that you are controlling access to your PAYR transaction.
You set up PAYR in your security system, allowing only appropriate users access. But a few
of these users need only a limited number of functions—they don’t need access to
everything. For example, you want to give them access to PAYR REPORT, but not PAYR
UPDATE.
You can use internal security to accomplish this. For the PAYR UPDATE line, specify a
particular user ID mask or security keys. The user must have a matching user ID or security
key to see the line (or both if both are set).
Security to use
Userid
===>
Terminal ===>
Sec Keys ===>
Expire on ===>

☞

entry:
PAY*
*
7

(mask)
(mask)
(1-64)
(mm/dd/yy)

External Sec
Class Name
Resource Name
Access Intent

===> NO
===>
===>
===>

(Yes/No)

(Exec,Read,Update)

Security keys are set in the Post Initialization Exit. They are different from security
classes, which are set in the User Directory.
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PIE/CICS Security Exits
PIE/CICS has two exits, PUXMNUL and PC@XPSEC, that are used with Dynamic Menus.
These exits control how Dynamic Menus interact with external security to determine if a
menu line should be displayed for a user. Both exits can also override decisions made by
Dynamic Menus internal security.
This section describes the PUXMNUL and PC@XPSEC exits. It explains how to prepare both
exits and the external security rules that must be in place for the exits to work. Before
completing any of the procedures described in this chapter, review “Defining Menu Security”
on page 67.

Operation of Security Exits
The PUXMNUL and PC@XPSEC exits are called to authorize a menu line to a security
system only if YES is specified in the External Sec field of that menu line.
The PUXMNUL exit controls how the class name, resource name, and access intent are
assigned. PUXMNUL will accept the values you code for those fields in the menu line
definition. If you do not code any values, the defaults shown in the table on page 69 are
substituted.
The PUXMNUL exit assigns PIE/CICS values, not values that are valid in your external
security system. The PC@XPSEC exit determines how the PIE/CICS values assigned by
PUXMNUL are translated to values that are valid in your security system.
Resources must already be defined to external security before they can be verified. If
Dynamic Menus attempts to verify a resource that has not been defined, it takes the
following action for the following class types:
TRAN

Menu line omitted

PROGRAM

Menu line displayed

FILE

Menu line displayed

APPL

Menu line omitted

You can change the default for a class by changing the PC@XPSEC exit, the Default UACC
field at label CLASSTBL.
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Modifying a Security Exit
The default values supplied with both exits are acceptable for most PIE/CICS users. It is
unlikely that you will have to change either of them.
There are separate exits for each security system supported by PIE/CICS. The following table
lists the names of the exits.
Se c u ri t y S y st e m
RACF
TOPSECRET
ACF2
OMNIGUARD (CICS 2.1)
NONE

P U X M NU L
(i n MA C L I B )
RACFMNL7
TOPSMNL7
ACF2MNL7
OMNIMNL7
PUXMNUL

PC @ X PS E C
(i n S A M P L IB )
PC@XRACF
PC@XTOPS
PC@XACF2
PC@XOMNI
PC@XNONE

In both PUXMNUL and PC@XPSEC, the default/translation tables are found at label
CLASSTBL.

☞

The NONE version does nothing. If the External Sec field for that menu line is YES,
the menu line will be displayed.

Modifying the PC@XPSEC Exit
Complete the following procedure to change the values of the PC@XPSEC exit.
1. Edit the appropriate PC@XPSEC member of the SAMPLIB dataset.
The preceding table lists the PC@XPSEC exit for each security system.
2. Modify the exit, as you like.
It is invoked by branch entry, must be written in Assembler, and cannot contain any
CICS command level code.
The menu line class and resource name to be validated are passed in a communication
area. The Assembler definition of this area is located in member PC@WMSEC of the
MACLIB dataset.
3. Assemble the exit using member PC@XPSEC of the CNTL dataset.
4. Change the JCL to suit your environment.
5. Run the job.

Modifying the PUXMNUL Exit
PUXMNUL is one of seven exits that makes up PCTTPUX1. Procedures for changing PUX1
exits are different from those for changing stand-alone exits. Full instructions are presented in
“PUX1 Exits”, beginning on page 143 of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide.
To change your PUXMNUL exit, do the following.
1. Edit the appropriate PUXMNUL member of the MACLIB dataset. To find the right
member, see the table on the previous page.
Exit parameters are passed in a standard CICS command level communications area.
The Assembler definition of this area is located in member PCS@MUXP of the MACLIB
dataset.
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2. Reassemble the PCTTPUX1 load module as described in “Assembling the PUX1 Load
Module” on page 145 of the PIE/CICS Customization Reference. In member PCTTPUX1,
be sure to specify your security system with the SECURITY parameter and review other
parameters for required changes before you run the job.

☞
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As shipped, the User Exit table invokes PUXMNUL. If you do not want PUXMNUL
invoked, change the User Exit table. See “User Exit Table” on page 145 of the PIE/CICS
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Diagnosing Problems with Menu Line Security
Check the following items to rule out some of the common causes of security problems
when menu line security is not working properly.

• Does the menu line definition specify External Sec YES?
• Is the Class Name field coded correctly? You must specify one of the PIE class
names listed in the table on page 69.

• Does the PIE Exit table, PC@XTEXT, have INVOKE=YES for entry MENULINE?
• Have the PCSTPPVI, PCTTPUX1, and PC@XPSEC exits been assembled for the
same, correct external security system (RACF, TOPS, ACF2)?

• Are all other factors correct for accessing the resources without PIE? For example, if
you are using menu line security to verify a CICS transaction with RACF, does the
CICS SIT table have XTRAN=YES? Is the transaction defined to RACF?
If all these factors check out and menu line security is still not working, you can use the PIE
WTO trace to trace the external security call and response. (WTO Trace is available with
RACF and TOPSECRET only. If you have ACF2, use ACF2’s debugging facilities. See your
manuals for details.)
Complete the following procedure to obtain a WTO trace.
1. Have the user log on to PIE/CICS.
2. Now turn on WTO trace for the user. Access the User List. Enter LIST USERS userid,
specifying the user’s ID for userid.
3. In the line command field of the user’s entry, enter WON .
4. Have the user execute the menu in question. If the user is simply switching back to the
menu (not re-executing it), ask the user to enter REFRESH on the menu command line.
5. Check the MVS console for WTOs. They have the following format:
FRACHECK FOR class /length - resource-name ,
RACROUTE RC=rc ,RACF RC=rc /rc ,ATTR=xx

class

External security class name.

length

Length of resource-name.

resource-name Resource name of the transaction, APPLID, etc.
RACROUTE RC=rcRACROUTE R15 return code. Common values are:
00

Access to resource is authorized

04

Resource or class is not defined to RACF or RACLIST
was not done (XTRAN not done in SIT).

08

Access to resource is not authorized

RACF RC=rc/rcRACF R15/R0 return and reason codes.
ATTR=ai

Access intent, either 02—read, or 04—update.

If there are no WTO trace entries, re-check the items on the bulleted list on the previous
page.
When you have finished with the WTO trace, turn it off for the user.
6. Access the User List. Again, enter LIST USERS userid.
7. Enter WOFFIn the line command field of the user’s entry.
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This chapter presents a several case studies that show practical uses of Dynamic Menus. In
most cases, these case studies can be adapted to other purposes.
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Printer Assignments Menu
PIE/CICS allows users to change their assigned printers with the PRINTID command. A
custom printer menu that lists available printers at your site can be helpful to users. With this
menu, users simply choose a printer from a list without entering the PRINTID command or
having to know the system names of printers.
Dynamic Menus is shipped with a sample printer menu called SYSTEM.PIEMPRT. The
following procedure shows how to customize this sample to create a printer assignment
menu for your site.
1. Access the Menu Utility by selecting option 7, MENU, from the PIE/CICS System Administrator menu.
2. Select the SYSTEM.PIEMPRT member from the list.
3. Press PF2 from the Menu Definition screen to edit the menu. Select a menu line. You will
get the Menu Line Definition screen.
4. Here you see the PRINTID command. Its format is:
PRINTID [primary ][|alternate ]

For both primary and alternate, specify a printer ID. You can omit either one. If you
omit the primary printer, you must code a bar (|) before alternate as a place holder.
Change the menu line definition for every line in the print menu. Add or delete lines as
necessary to create a menu appropriate for your installation. As usual, you may create
separate menus for different users and user groups.
5. Execute the printer menu from an appropriate menu, perhaps a utility menu you have
created. Use the menu line definition:
Execute ===> PIEMPRT
Type
===> M

When users execute a printer menu line, they receive a message like the following:
Primary printer assigned to x/Press ENTER to continue

☞
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Creating a Menu Shared by Different Groups
In this case study, Customer Service and the Marketing departments share several
applications. Instead of creating separate menus for each department, this procedure shows
how to prepare a single menu that uses menu line security to dynamically build individual
menus for each department.

Group Requirements
Customer Service users need menu line applications to complete the following tasks:

•
•
•
•

Create Purchase Orders
Update backlog database
Print backlog report
Search the database by account name

The Customer Service menu also needs a tutorial that shows users how to conduct a
database search by account name. The tutorial should be an option on the menu.
The Customer Service menu should look like the example shown in the following figure.
VTAM Node:VTM01005

CICSPROD

O

ORDER

- Purchase Orders

B

BACKLOG

- Update backlog database

BR

BACKRPT

- Print backlog report

A
AT

ACCOUNT

- Search account by name
- Tutorial for ACCOUNT

X

Exit
**END**

- Exit Menu

F1=Help

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

===>

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

All Customer Services users should be presented with this menu when they sign on to CICS.
Their user IDs are in the format CSVxxxx.
The Marketing departments needs menu line applications to complete the following tasks:

• Create Purchase Orders
• Search the database by account name
• Forecast monthly sales
The Marketing menu must also include a tutorial that shows users how to conduct a
database search by account name. The tutorial should be an option on the menu.
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The Marketing department needs all applications used by Customer Services except for
access to the backlog database. In addition, Marketing personnel need to be able to
produce monthly sales forecasts.
The Marketing menu should look like the example shown in the figure below:
Customer Services (MKT03JJC) -------------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
Wed Jun 1 (99.153)
VTAM Node:VTM01005
CICSPROD
O

ORDER

- Purchase Orders

A
AT

ACCOUNT

- Search account by name
- Tutorial for ACCOUNT

F

FORECAST - Sales forecast by month

X

Exit
**END**

F1=Help

===>

===> Jun

- Exit Menu

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

All Marketing users should be presented with this menu when they sign on to CICS. Their
user IDs are in the format MKTxxxx.
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Implementation
Modify User Directory
1. Create separate User Directory entries for both groups.
Use the generic user ID CSV* for the Customer Services entry. Use ID MKT* for the
Marketing entry.
2. Give each department a group name: CUSTSRV and MRKTING.
3. Set up a default menu for each group: CSVMENU and MKTMAIN.
Remember, both groups use a different primary menus.
4. Assign different profiles to each group: CSVPROF and MKTPROF.
The following example of the Generic Users Directory shows the entries for both groups.
PIE Generic Users Directory --------------------------------- (C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
... Userid..
Terminal
Password
Groupid.
MenuName
Profile.
Updated.
___ (MODEL)
(MODEL)
(MODEL)
PIEMMAIN
USER
03/17/99
___ SYSPR*
*
*
PIEMADM
ACCOUNT
03/17/99
___ CSV*
*
*
CUSTSRV
CVSMENU
CVSPROF
03/21/99
___ MKT*
*
*
MKTING
MKTMAIN
MKTPROF
03/21/99
___ *
*
*
PIEMMAIN
USER
01/27/99
**END**
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Modify Profiles
Set up profiles for both groups.
1. Create a profile named CSVPROF.
2. Set up the profile to execute the CSVMENU in session 1 when the user logs on. Set the
Initial PIE Command field on the main Profile screen to OPEN 1. Then go to the
Sessions screen. Set up session 1 to execute menu CSVMENU as a main menu.
Name....
Title.....................................
1 Name ===> CSVMENU - Customer Services Menu
Execute ===> MENU MAIN CSVMENU (&ARG

Hide
-

☞ The (&ARG parameter allows the menu to accept fast-path strings.
3. Update the following fields:
Default Application on the main Profile screen—Set to MENU CSVMENU. When
users open a session without specifying an application to run in it, they will get the
CSVMENU.
Final PIE Command on the main Profile screen—Set to EXIT SIGNOFF. Users will be
signed off PIE/CICS and CICS and returned to the Logon Director screen when they
terminate all their sessions.
System End Key on the Terminal screen—Set to PF3 and CLEAR.
Command Delimiters on the Terminal screen—Ensure that there is a common
delimiter listed, such as ;. You need a delimiter that works for all users, so that you can
stack commands on menus used by all users.
4. Save your changes and exit to the Profile List screen.
5. Now create profile MKTPROF. It will be much like the Customer Services profile, so you
can copy it. Select profile CSVPROF, change the name to MKTPROF, and press PF5 to
create the new profile.
6. The Initial PIE Command field is already set to OPEN 1. You have only to change the
menu executed in session 1. Go to the Sessions screen and change CSVMENU to
MKTMAIN.
Name....
Title.....................................
1 Name ===> MKTMENU - Marketing Main Menu
Execute ===> MENU MAIN MKTMENU (&ARG

Hide
-

7. Press PF3 to exit and change the Default Application field from MENU
CSVMENU to MENU MKTMAIN.
All other fields are set properly.
8. Save your changes and exit the Profile Utility.
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Setting Up Menus
Now it is time to create the CSVMENU and add it to the MKTMAIN menu, which already
exists.
1. Access the Menu Utility: Access the PIE/CICS System Administrator menu using the
transaction PEXE MENU PIEMADM. Select option 7, MENU. You will get the Menu List.
Then press PF2 to create a new menu.
You will get the Menu Definition screen.
2. Update the following fields:
Groupid

SYSTEM

Menu Name

CSVMENU

Menu Help

CSVMENU

Help Type

TEXT

Menu Title

Customer Services (&ZUSER)

When the menu title is displayed, the user’s ID will be substituted for the variable
&ZUSER. Also, when users press PF1 for help on the menu, they will get the help text
member CSVMENU.
If you want to limit access to the menu—to edit, audit, or execute it—you can update the
remaining fields on the screen. However, this is usually not necessary.
3. Press PF2 to access the Dialog Manager screen and type in the text shown below.
You can see that many lines are left blank for better readability. The variables on the top
line provide information helpful to users.
Customer Services
Command ===>
...#.. Name....
___
___
___
___ 1 ORDER
___
___ 2 BACKLOG ___
___ 3 BACKRPT ___
___ 4 ACCOUNT ___ 4T
___
___ 5 FORECAST ___
___ X EXIT
___
___
___
**END**
F1=Help

(&zuser) ---------------------------------------------------Scroll ===> CUR
Title..................................... Arguments.........
&zdayn &zmonthn &zday (&zjdate)
VTAN Node:&zterm
&zsysid
Purchase Orders
Update backlog database
Print backlog report
Search account by name
Tutorial for ACCOUNT

===>

Sales forcast by month

===> &ZMONTHN

Exit menu

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

4. Now it is time to create the menu line definitions. Enter S next to the ORDER menu line.
You will get the Menu Line Definition screen.
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5. The Backlog database application is a non-PIE/CICS application. So you need to set up
AutoEnd for it. You also want to execute it with the CMD command, because it is more
efficient than TRAN for executing transactions that automatically clear the screen before
they execute. The transaction code is BKLG. Our menu line definition looks like so:
Execute ===> AE CMD BKLG
Type
===> F

You are relying on external security to protect the menu line, so you don’t need to
update any other fields on the screen. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit back to
the Dialog Manager screen.
6. Now create the menu line definition for BACKRPT. Enter S next to the menu line. This
transaction is non-conversational. It simply creates a report and ends. You can use
AutoEnd with this transaction as well. Your menu line definition is:
Execute ===> AE CMD BKLG REPORT
Type
===> F

Notice that you have created two different menu lines for the same transaction. The
second menu line uses a transaction argument to execute a different function.
7. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit. Then select the ORDER menu line. The
Purchase Order transaction is also non-conversational: it displays a summary report on
purchase orders and ends. You can’t use AutoEnd with it because users need to read
the display—AutoEnd would clear the display and send the user back to the menu.
You have two options. You can run the transaction as is. Then, when users have finished
viewing the display, they can press a system end key to end the display and return to the
menu. Or you can run it with Confirm End. Confirm End works like AutoEnd, except that
it does not clear the display and return to the menu until the user presses an AID key. It
offers an advantage over normal operation in that users don’t have to know their system
end key or even that they must press it. They can hit ENTER or CLEAR or any other AID
key to end the display when they are ready.
You decide on Confirm End.
In addition, you want to suppress uppercase translation for the transaction. You place
the PIE/CICS command NOUCT in the execute string.
Your menu line definition is:
Execute ===> CE NOUCT CMD ORDR
Type
===> F
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8. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit. Then select the ACCOUNT menu line.
This menu line is to search for an account by name. The user must be able to enter the
name as an argument, so you must use the &ARG variable. Whatever the user types on
the command line or in the argument field of the menu is substituted for &ARG. If the
user types nothing, &ARG is blank.
Your menu line definition is:
Execute ===> AE CMD ACCT SEARCH &ARG
Type
===> F

9. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit. Then select the Account tutorial line. When
users select this line they will browse a help text member for the Account program. You
use the PIE/CICS BROWSE command, which is type code B. Because BROWSE is a
PIE/CICS command, AutoEnd is automatic. Your menu line definition is:
Execute ===> ACCTUTR
Type
===> B

10. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit. Then select the FORECAST menu line.
This line presents sales forecasts by month. Once again users need to enter an
argument on the menu, so once again you will use the &ARG variable in the execute
string. This time, however, you want to provide a default. You want the Argument field to
default to the current month. So you add the &ZMONTHN (name of the month) variable
to the Argument field. Users can overtype this value to get a forecast for a different
month. Your menu line definition is:
..#.. Name....
Title................................... Arguments.......
F
FORECAST - Sales forcast by month
===> &ZMONTHN
Execute ===> AE CMD FORE &ARG
Type
===> F

You know that the FORE transaction is not secured. Still you don’t want it to display for
the Customer Service users who will access this menu. So you will set up internal
security for it. You set the user mask to MRK* to grant access to Marketing users only.
You want to bypass the Menu Line Authorization Exit for this line, so you code NO for
External Security.
Security to use entry:
Userid
===> MRK*
Terminal ===> *
Sec Keys ===>
Expire on ===>

(mask)
(mask)
(1-64)
(mm/dd/yy)
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11. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit. Then select the exit menu line. All you need to
code this menu line definition is an X in the Type field. Nothing is required in Execute.
Execute ===>
Type
===> X

12. You’ve created all your menu line definitions. Now press PF3 three times to save your
changes and exit out to the Menu List screen.
13. Next you want to add the CSVMENU to the MKTMAIN menu, so that your Marketing
users can select it. Select MKTMAIN from the list and press PF2 to get the Dialog
Manager screen. Add a line for the CSVMENU. You want to add it before the exit line,
which is already there. So you type i2 in the command field above the exit line, to insert
two blank lines. Now you can type in the CSVMENU line.
___ 5
___

FORECAST - Sales forcast by month

===> &ZMONTHN

14. Select the line you just created. You will receive the Menu Line Definition screen. You
want to execute a menu here, so you use the PIE/CICS MENU command. It has type
code M. Your menu line definition is:
Execute ===> CSVMENU
Type
===> M

15. Press PF3 three times to save your changes and exit the Menu Utility.
Now when Marketing users log on, they will see the CSVMENU on their main menu,
MKTMAIN. When Customer Service users log on, they will see their menu, CSVMENU.
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Creating a User Group Menu
Now you want to create a menu for your Technical Services group. No other users will need
the applications on this menu.
The menu will execute the following applications:

•
•
•
•

CEMT Inquire in the current system, the user’s TOR
CEMT Inquire on AOR1, which is connected to the user’s TOR
CEMT Inquire on CICSTEST, a stand-alone region
File transfer to CICSTEST

This menu accesses several different VTAM applications.
You want the menu to look like so:
Technical Services Menu for TSV023 -------------------------------------------Command ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
...#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
Terminal: 003
Node: PIE1003
Sys: CICS3
CICS Ver: 4.1.0
Date: 03/21/99
Time: 15:41:47
_ C

CUR

- CEMT Inquire on current system

_ A

AOR1

- CEMT Inquire on AOR1

_ T

TEST

- CEMT Inquire on CICSTEST

_ F

FILE

- Transfer File to CICSTEST

_ X

EXIT
- Exit Menu
**END**

F1=Help

F2=SElect

F3=ENd
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Implementation
Modify User Directory
1. Create a User Directory entry for Technical Services. Use the generic user ID TSV*.
2. Modify the following fields of the User Directory screen:
Groupid

TECHSVC

MenuName

TECHM01

Profile

TSVPROF

The entry looks like so:
PIE Generic Users Directory --------------------------------- (C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>
Scroll ===> DATA
... Userid..
Terminal
Password
Groupid.
MenuName
Profile.
Updated.
___ (MODEL)
(MODEL)
(MODEL)
PIEMMAIN
USER
06/17/99
___ SYSPR*
*
*
PIEMADM
ACCOUNT
07/19/99
___ TSV*
*
*
TECHSVC
TECHM01
TSVPROF
06/21/99
___ *
*
*
PIEMMAIN
USER
08/27/99
**END**

Modify Profiles
Now set up the Technical Services profile.
1. Create profile TSVPROF.
2. Update the following screen fields:
Primary screen:
Initial PIE CommandOPEN 1
Default ApplicationMENU MAIN TECHM01
Final PIE CommandEXIT LOGOFF
Sessions screen:
Session 1execute MENU TECHM01
Terminal screen:
System End KeyPF3 and CLEAR (two fields)
Command Delimiters;
The Initial Command opens session 1, which executes the TECHM01 menu. So when
the Technical Services users sign on to PIE/CICS, they will get the TECHM01 menu.
When they open a new session without specifying execution text, they will also get the
TECHM01 menu. When they close all their sessions, they will be signed off PIE/CICS
and CICS and returned to the VTAM logo.
3. Press PF5 to save your changes and PF3 twice to exit the Profile Utility.
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Setting Up Menus
Now it is time to create menu TECHM01.
1. Access the Menu Utility: Access the PIE/CICS System Administrator menu using the
transaction PEXE MENU PIEMADM. Select option 7, MENU. You will get the Menu List.
Then press PF2 to create a new menu.
You will get the Menu Definition screen.
2. Update the following fields:
Groupid—TECHSVC
Menu Name—TECHM01
Menu Title—Technical Services (&SYSID)
When the menu title is displayed, the current VTAM APPLID will be substituted for the
variable &SYSID.
3. Press PF2 to access the Dialog Manager screen and type in the text shown below.
You can see that many lines have been left blank for better readability. The variables on
the top lines provide information helpful to technical users.
Technical Services Menu for TSV023 -------------------------------------------Command ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
...#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
__
Terminal: &zlterm
Node: &zterm
__
Sys: &zlsysid
CICS Ver: &zcicrel
__
Date: &zdate
Time: &ztime
__
__ C TOR
- CEMT Inquire on current TOR
__
__ A AOR1
- CEMT Inquire on AOR1
__
__ T CICSTEST - CEMT Inquire on CICSTEST
__
__ F FLTR
- Transfer File to CICSTEST
__
__ X EXIT
- Exit Menu
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
**END**
F1=Help
F2=SElect
F3=ENd
F4=RETUrn
F7=UP
F8=Down

4. Now it is time to create the menu line definitions. Enter S next to the TOR1 menu line.
You will get the Menu Line screen.
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You use AE and CMD to execute CEMT. You include the I parameter for CEMT. You also
include the variable &ARG, so that users can enter on the menu which inquiry function
they want.
Your menu line definition looks like so:
Execute ===> AE CMD CEMT I &ARG
Type
===> F

You are going to the default system, which is the current TOR.
5. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit.
6.

Select menu line 2, AOR1.
You want to execute CEMT in AOR1. CEMT is not defined in the PCT for AOR1 (it is
defined for TOR1). For this you use Dynamic Transaction Routing, which is outlined in
“Dynamic Transaction Routing” on page 119 of the Customization Reference. Dynamic
Transaction Routing is activated by the SYSID command. You are routing the
transaction within our CICSplex, so you use the TR access method, which is the default.
Your menu line definition is:
Execute ===> SYSID AOR1; AE CMD CEMT I &ARG
Type
===> F

Notice the ; delimiter. It hasn’t been used in any previous examples—why is it used
here? The delimiter is required when you execute a command that can accept
parameters. It is not required if the command has no parameters. For example, AE has
no parameters and requires no delimiter. SYSID has parameters and the delimiter is
required.

☞

To use Dynamic Transaction Routing to AOR1, you must set up AOR1 as described in
“Accessing Other VTAM Applications” on page 27.

7. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit, then select menu line 3, CICSTEST.
You want to execute CEMT in CICSTEST, which is a stand-alone CICS region. For this
you use the methods outlined in “Running an Application in Another VTAM APPLID”,
beginning on page 60. You have NetGate, which runs the ACCESS command, so you
can choose between ACCESS, TSWITCH, and PASS.
CEMT is a utility; the user will most likely be going to the region for just a moment,
executing the utility and returning to the originating region. That makes PASS and
TSWITCH preferable to ACCESS, because they don’t set up a VTAM connection and so
are more efficient for a one-time switch between regions. You can eliminate PASS as a
choice because it doesn’t bring the user back. That leaves you with TSWITCH as the
appropriate method.
Your menu line definition is:
Execute ===> AE CMD CEMT I &ARG
Type
===> W
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☞ To access CICSTEST, you must set up CICSTEST as described in “Accessing Other
VTAM Applications” on page 27.
8. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit, then select menu line 4, FLTR.
Here you want to execute a file transfer to CICSTEST. This application works with non3270 datastreams. So you must turn PIE/CICS NetMizer off. You use the NOOPT
command to do so. Your menu line definition is:
Execute ===> NOOPT AE CMD FLTR CICSTEST &ARG
Type
===> F

9. Press PF3 to save your changes and exit. Finally select the exit line. Put an X in the Type
field. Press PF3 three times to save your changes and exit the Menu Utility.
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Creating a Bulletin Board
Bulletin Boards list help and news files that are displayed within a special PIE/CICS session.
Users can display bulletin boards, even when all their MultiCICS sessions are used. If you
don’t run MultiCICS, they are even more useful, because without MultiCICS, the user’s lone
session is always in use.
Why is this important? Imagine, for example, that you are in an application and you need help
with it. But you don’t want to have to exit the application to get to the help member. If a
Bulletin Board is set up, you simply issue the BULLETIN command (or press a preset PF
key), and you have access to your help member. When you exit the help member, you will be
returned to your place in the application.
Of course, you can create a menu for your help and news files that executes just like any
other menu. Whether you create a special Bulletin Board menu depends solely on whether
this special feature suits your needs.
Main Bulletin Board ---------------------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
User=SD080BB Terminal=PIE10008
Current Authorized View User=(NONE)
1 HELPVIEW - Authorize Viewing of my screens by USER==>
2 ENDVIEW - Revoke Viewing of my screens
3 NEWS
- System News on Sat 08/22/99 16:04:14
4
5
6

AREACODE - Telephone AREA Codes and their locations
TIMEZONE - World Time Zones
FOREIGN - Foreign AREA Codes

7
8
9

POWERS
- Powers of 2 and 16
HEX
- Hexadecimal and decimal conversion
VARIABLE - PIE Variables for BULLETINs and MENUs

10
11
12

CODES
- EBCDIC and ASCII Codes
PRTCHARS - Printable Special Characters
ALPHABET - International Phonetic Alphabet

X

EXIT

F1=Help

- Terminate this Menu
F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=Down

1. To set up a Bulletin Board, set up a standard menu with your news and help files. The
Bulletin Board menu can execute other menus, if you like.
You can set up multiple Bulletin Boards to service different user groups.
Do not execute any non-PIE applications from these menus. The Bulletin Board menu
and the applications it executes will run in the PIE/CICS special session. That session
ends when you switch out of it, and work done in the application can be lost.
2. Then edit the User Directory. (You must be a System Administrator to perform this step.)
From the CICS blank screen, enter PEXE MENU PIEMADM, to access the System
Administrator menu. Select option 3, USER.
Select the model entry or a user entry: enter S in the command field next to the entry.
Specify the member name of the Bulletin Board menu in the Bulletin Name field.
Press PF3 to exit this screen. When you have finished making changes, press PF3 from
the primary screen to save your changes and exit.
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3. You can set up a global PIE key to execute the Bulletin Board menu. To do so, edit the
users’ PIE/CICS profile. Select option 8, PROFILE, from the System Administrator menu.
Select the profile you want to edit from the list: enter S in the command field next to the
profile. Enter 3 on the command line to access the KEYS screen. Type BULLETIN on
one of the available PF or PA key fields.
4. Save your changes and exit..
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Chapter 7 Using Dynamic Menus

This chapter presents the basic concepts of Dynamic Menus and explains how to use
commands to navigate between menus. Please read “Introduction” on page 1 before
continuing.

Using a Pre-defined Session
Session 1 is set up to execute a menu. Enter 1 at the Sessions menu command line. That will
open session 1 and switch you to it.
The menu executed, “Sample Primary Application Menu,” is a sample. Some of its
applications are executable, some are not.
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Executing a Menu Manually
You can execute a menu manually with the MENU command. Its format is:
[ENV] MENU [MAIN] [groupid.]member-name
ENV

Menu runs in a special environment session if that menu is special
session capable. If the menu is not special session capable, it will run in
a free session. See the Special Session Capable field described
on page 37 for more information. The ENV parameter is not necessary if
you execute the menu from the Sessions menu, with a PF key, or using
the escape string.

MAIN

Menu is defined as a main menu. When you press PF4 or enter the
RETURN command, PIE/CICS displays the most immediate main
menu. You can have several main menus in a path. PIE/CICS returns to
the lowest one in use.

groupid

Name of the group the menu belongs as a member. If you omit the
groupid, PIE/CICS performs a standard hierarchical search to attribute
a groupid to the menu. The search is conducted by user ID as group
name, user’s group name, and then SYSTEM in that order.

member-name Member name of the menu.
If you have MultiCICS, you may have a session available. If so, you can try executing a menu
in one of your available sessions.
1. Open the Sessions menu. Enter ==SES in the Option field.
2. Enter the following on the command line of the Sessions menu:
START MENU SYSTEM.PIEMMAIN
PIE/CICS will open another session. You will receive another copy of the “Sample
Primary Application Menu” in session 5.
3. Enter ==SES to return to the Sessions menu. You will see
5

PIEMMAIN * menu piemmain

on the menu line for session 5.
4. Enter 1 on the Sessions menu command line to return to session 1.

☞ If you don’t have MultiCICS but you can get to a CICS blank screen, you can enter the
MENU command from the blank screen. Precede the command with PEXE. For example,
you would enter PEXE MENU SYSTEM.PIEMMAIN to get the “Sample Primary Application
Menu.” It is not necessary to enter this command now.
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Menu Commands
There are a limited number of commands that you can enter on menus. You can enter
commands from the Option field or with a PF key that has an associated command.Valid
commands and the default PF keys are listed below.
HELP (PF1)

Display online help for the current menu.

SELECT (PF2)

Select a menu line to execute. See “Selecting a Menu Line” on page
104, for more information on SELECT.

END (PF3)

Exit the menu and return to the previous menu.

RETURN (PF4) Exit the menu and return to the highest level—the lowest main menu,
the Sessions menu, or the PIE final command.
UP (PF7)

Scroll backwards through the menu.

DOWN (PF8)

Scroll forwards through the menu.
For both UP and DOWN commands, you may specify a scroll amount in
either the Scroll field or the command line. The command line overrides
the Scroll field. The following values are valid.
PAGE

Full screen.

HALF

Half a screen.

DATA

Full screen minus 1 line.

CURSOR

Current cursor location.

Number

Number of lines specified.

You may also specify M, for maximum, in the command line.
OBJID (alias PANELID)
Display the object ID, that is the group and member name, of the
current menu. (You may abbreviate this command to OBJ.)
REFRESH

Rebuild the menu. This recalls external security for the menu. It also
refreshes Arguments and other fields that may have been changed. It
does not reflect changes made using the Menu Utility. You must exit
and re-execute the menu to receive such changes. (You may
abbreviate this command to REFR.)

RECALL

Recall the last command. (You may abbreviate this command to R.)
You can also enter the escape string followed by a PIE command. If you
have MultiCICS, you can use the escape string to start another CICS
transaction.
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Entering a Command With the MENU Command
You can enter a menu command as you execute a menu. To do so, code the menu
command after the menu name when you issue the MENU command. Prefix the command
with (.
For example:
MENU MKTMAIN (DOWN PAGE
This executes the MKTMAIN menu and scrolls down one page.

Selecting a Menu Line
There are several ways to select a menu line:

• Enter the line ID, either its code or name, in the Option field. (If you like, you can
precede the ID with the SELECT command, but that is not necessary.)
For example, menu line 1, named INVOICE, can be selected with:
1
Or:
INVOICE
Or any identifying abbreviation of INVOICE, such as INV, IN, or I. If two or more menu
lines could be selected by an ID, Dynamic Menus will select the first match, checking
codes first, then names.

☞ PIE/CICS allows you to abbreviate menu line IDs by default. The default can be
changed with the Customization Options Utility.

• Place the cursor anywhere on the menu line you want and press the Select PF key,
PF2.

• Enter the Select line command, S, in the command field next to the menu line.
O

ORDER

- Purchase Orders

S B

BACKLOG

- Update backlog database

_ BR

BACKRPT

- Print backlog report

You can select more than one menu line at a time. When you have ended the application for
one menu line, the next menu line will be executed. If you use the command line or PF key
method to select any line, that line will be executed first. Then menu lines will be selected in
the order they appear on the menu.

Menu Line Arguments
Every executable menu line has a defined execution string. If the execution string has defined
parameters, you can pass an argument to the menu line when you execute it.
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Menu Line Arguments

Arguments are entered on the Arguments field of the menu line. If there is already an
argument in the Arguments field, you can overtype it. If you are selecting a menu line using
the command line, you can enter an argument after the menu line ID. If you are selecting a
menu line using the command line and there is data in both the command line and the
Arguments field, Dynamic Menus will pass both arguments: first the data in the
Arguments field and then the command line.
If you overtype data in the argument field and you want to see it again, enter REFRESH on
the command line.

Examples
One of our sample menus has a line for sales forecasts by month. The line has a default
argument of the current month.
F

FORECAST - Sales forecast by month

===> Mar

You can select the line as is or overtype the Arguments field with a different month.
S F

FORECAST - Sales forecast by month

===> APR

Another of our sample menus executes CEMT Inquire. The menu line allows you to enter
arguments, but does not supply a default. If you select the menu line from the command line,
you can enter the argument after the ID:
Technical Services Menu for TSV023 -------------------------------------------Command ===> C TAS
Scroll ===> CUR
...#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
Terminal: 003
Node: PIE1003
Sys: CICS3
CICS Ver: 3.2.1
Date: 03/21/99
Time: 15:41:47
_ C

CUR

- CEMT Inquire on current system

Otherwise you can enter an argument in the Arguments field:
Technical Services Menu for TSV023 -------------------------------------------Command ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
...#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
Terminal: 003
Node: PIE1003
Sys: CICS3
CICS Ver: 3.2.1
Date: 03/21/99
Time: 15:41:47
S C

CUR

- CEMT Inquire on current system
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Fast-path Menu Navigation
If you have a hierarchical menu structure, you may have to go through several menu levels to
reach the menu that has the option you want. If you know the menu sequence, you can get
to the desired option with one step using fast-path navigation.
With fast-path navigation, you enter the sequence of menu line IDs all at once, separating
items with periods:
first.second.third.fourth
For each level, you can enter the menu line code or the menu line name. You can combine
both methods in a fast-path string:
3.SALES.5
With this fast-path string, Dynamic Menus selects item 3 from the current menu, item SALES
from that menu, and item 5 from the SALES menu.

☞ Each menu item in the string must be set up to accept fast-path navigation. See
“Hierarchical Menus” on page 58, for details.

Invoking a Menu and Fast-path
If you are not in a menu, you can bring up the first menu and specify a fast-path string at the
same time. Start the path with a left parenthesis:
MENU MKTMAIN (3.SALES.5
If you want to execute your default menu, you may code an asterisk in the menu name
position:
MENU * (3.SALES.5

Passing Argument Data
You can pass argument data with a fast-path string by separating the string and argument
with at least one blank.
3.SALES.5 JANUARY
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Dynamic Menus and MultiCICS

Returning From a Fast-pathed Application
When you return from a menu line that you accessed with a fast-path string, you will return to
the menu from which you entered the fast-path or the lowest main menu passed in the fastpath string.

Dynamic Menus and MultiCICS
Up to 99 sessions are available if MultiCICS runs in the same PIE/CICS environment as
Dynamic Menus. When you select a menu line, the associated application normally runs in
the same session as the menu. However, menu lines can be defined to run an application in
a new session.
To see where your applications are running, check the Sessions menu.
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Making PIE/CICS the Good Morning Transaction

Chapter 8 Production and Maintenance

Generally, more users are logged on to a PIE/CICS production system than a test system.
Also, the transaction rate is higher on a production system. As a result, a PIE/CICS
production system can experience performance and tuning issues that were not apparent
during testing.
Before you place PIE/CICS into production you should:

• Review “Performance and Tuning” on page 153 in the PIE/CICS Customization Guide.
Follow the recommendations described in “Virtual Storage” on page 154 regarding
the CICS max class limitations of the PSGM and PCDP transactions.

• Contact UNICOM Systems, Inc. Software Customer Service to verify if any HIPER PTFs
need to be applied to PIE/CICS.

Making PIE/CICS the Good Morning Transaction
If you use the CICS VTAM good morning message program, you can bring up the Logon
Director automatically when users turn on their terminals.Users log on to PIE/CICS as part of
their CICS sign on process.
If you do not make PIE/CICS the good morning transaction, users must enter the PIE
transaction to access PIE/CICS. For information on making PIE/CICS your good morning
transaction, refer to “Signing On at the Logon Director Screen” on page 7 of the PIE/CICS
Customization Guide.

Ongoing Menu Administration
Dynamic Menus requires little maintenance after the initial customization procedures have
been completed. However, Dynamic Menus may need periodic updating to reflect changes
in your system.The following areas should be inspected periodically as part of your ongoing
maintenance procedures:

• Menus must be updated when applications are added or deleted from your system.
You can set up group administrators for that function.

• If your User Directory entries are specific (not simply an asterisk), entries must be
added and removed to maintain an accurate listing of authorized PIE/CICS users.
Because the User Directory is not accessible to group administrators, only system
administrators can perform this maintenance. You can minimize User Directory
maintenance by associating security updates to the User Directory. For more
information, see “PUXINIT—Post Sign on Initialization” on page 149 of the PIE/CICS
Customization Guide. For more information on the User Directory, see “User
Directory” on page 52, also in the PIE/CICS Customization Guide.
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• If your terminal entries are specific (not simply an asterisk), you must maintain Terminal
Directory entries as well. Like the User Directory, the Terminal Directory is accessible
only to system administrators. We recommend that in most instances you set up an
asterisk entry to handle all terminals and reduce the amount of required maintenance.
For information on the Terminal Directory, see “Terminal Directory” on page 46 of the
PIE/CICS Customization Guide.

• You may have set up specialized controls with user exits. As your system changes,
these exits may have to be changed as well. Most exits are documented in the
PIE/CICS Customization Guide. The Menu Line Authorization exit is documented in
“PIEEXEC API” on page 117.

Maintaining Menus
Editing a Menu
Complete the following procedure to edit and make changes to an existing menu.
1. Invoke the Menu Utility, as described in “Creating a Menu” on page 35.
2. Select the menu you want to edit by entering the S line command on the Sel column
next to the menu to be edited.
You will receive the Menu Definition screen.
3. Change the definition fields, the appearance of the menu, and menu line definitions.
4. Save your changes to the menu.

Copying a Menu
Complete the following procedure to copy an existing menu.
1. Invoke the Menu Utility, as described in “Editing a Menu” on page 110.
2. Select the menu you want to copy by entering the C line command on the Sel column
next to the menu to be copied.
3. Type in the new menu name in the message box that appears.
If there is an existing menu with the same name, a message window appears informing
you that the menu you are copying will replace the original. Press ENTER to replace the
menu or PF3 to cancel the copy request.
4. Press PF6 to refresh the screen and verify the copied menu is listed.

Deleting a Menu
Complete the following procedure to delete an existing menu.
1. Invoke the Menu Utility, as described in “Editing a Menu” on page 110.
2. Enter D on the command field next to the menu to be deleted.
3. Press ENTER to confirm the delete. You can press PF3 to keep the menu
4. Press PF6 to refresh the screen and verify the deleted menu is no longer listed.
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Maintaining Menus

Renaming a Menu
Renaming a menu consists of creating a copy with another name and then deleting the
original.
1. Invoke the Menu Utility, as described in “Editing a Menu” on page 110.
2. Enter R on the command field next to the menu to be renamed.
3. Type in the new menu name in the message box that appears.
If there is an existing menu with the same name, a message window appears informing
you that the menu you are copying will replace the original. Press ENTER to replace the
menu or PF3 to cancel the copy request.
4. Press PF6 to refresh the screen and verify the renamed menu is listed.
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Contacting Customer Service

Appendix A. Customer Support

This appendix describes how to get help from Customer Service when you experience a
problem with a UNICOM Systems, Inc. product. This appendix includes separate sections that
describe several diagnostic suggestions to rule out user errors and the information you
should have ready before reporting the problem.

Contacting Customer Service
UNICOM Systems, Inc. Software Customer Service can be reached by the following methods:
Voice

818-838-0606

Fax

818-838-0776

E-mail

support@unicomsi.com

A Support and Services web page provides Customer Service information about all of
UNICOM Systems, Inc. Software’s products. Use the following URL to browse the Support and
Services web page:
http://www.unicomsi.com/support/index.html
The Support and Services web page provides an online form to report a problem with a
UNICOM Systems, Inc. product. Use the following URL to complete and submit a Technical
Support Request form:
http://www.unicomsi.com/support/index.html
Normal business hours are from 6:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Pacific Standard Time, Monday
through Friday. Emergency customer service is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
An answering service receives customer service calls beyond normal business hours. You
may leave a message if it is not an urgent problem. A customer service representative will
return your call at the start of the next business day.
Requests for urgent support outside of normal business hours are answered immediately. A
customer service representative will be summoned to return your call. Leave a phone
number where you can be reached. If you have not received a return call from a Customer
Service representative within an hour of reporting the problem, please call back. Our
customer service representative may be experiencing difficulties returning your call.
International customers should contact their local distributor to report any problems with a
UNICOM Systems, Inc. product.
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Troubleshooting Suggestions
This section describes several troubleshooting suggestions to diagnose common errors that
can cause PIE/CICS problems. Before calling Customer Service, follow these suggestions to
rule out the possibility these errors are causing your PIE/CICS problem.

• Run the Installation Verification Program with the P#IV transaction. Browse the PIECIVP
temporary storage queue to see if it contains error messages that suggest problems with
the allocation of CICS programs, transactions, maps, or files.

• Verify any recent changes to your site’s operating system, CICS, or other products are
fully compatible with PIE/CICS.

• Verify all load modules are at the same release level if a new release of PIE/CICS was
installed over a previous release.

• Check that all modules were reassembled after upgrading PIE/CICS or applying
maintenance to CICS.

• Verify all PIE/CICS system tables were reassembled after applying maintenance to CICS
or upgrading to another release.

• Verify all users have current PIE/CICS passwords and entered them correctly.
• Examine your CICS logs, MVS console, and PIE/CICS logs for error messages from
PIE/CICS and any other product that runs concurrently with PIE/CICS.
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Describing the Problem
Gather the following information about your system environment before reporting a problem
to UNICOM Systems, Inc. Customer Service:
Operating system release and PUT Level ___________________________________________
VTAM system release and PUT Level ______________________________________________
PIE/CICS release________________________________________________________________
Date of PIE/CICS distribution tape _________________________________________________
Gather the following information about your CICS system before reporting a problem to
UNICOM Systems, Inc. Customer Service:
CICS release and PUT Level ______________________________________________________
CICS configuration MRO/ISC etc.__________________________________________________
Real or virtual terminal ___________________________________________________________
Before calling UNICOM Systems, Inc. Customer Service, get answers to the following
questions.
What PIE/CICS products were active when the problem occurred?
Availability Plus
NetGate

Dynamic Menus
NetMizer

MultiCICS
NonStop CICS

Is the problem occurring in the TOR or AOR?________________________________________
Is the problem occurring in a production or test region? _______________________________
What is the severity of the problem? _______________________________________________
What are the major symptoms of the problem? ______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is the problem re-creatable under specific conditions? ________________________________
Has the problem occurred more than once? ________________________________________
Were changes made to CICS or PIE/CICS immediately prior to the occurrence of the
problem? ______________________________________________________________________
What other software products were running when the problem occurred? _______________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is a diagnostic message produced when the problem occurs? If so, what is the ID and text of
the messages? _________________________________________________________________
Does an abend occur? If so, what are the abend and return codes? ____________________
Is a dump produced when the problem occurs? If so, what kind of dump is it? ___________
Please try to be as accurate and complete as possible in answering these questions. Your
problem can be resolved more quickly if a customer service representative has all of the
pertinent information needed to find a solution.
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Switching to Another VTAM Application

Appendix B. PIEEXEC API

Using the PIEEXEC API, you can issue any PIE command from an in-house program. With
Dynamic Menus, you can use the PIEEXEC API to

•
•
•
•

Issue “Transaction XCTL” from your own menus (the CMD or TRAN command).
Execute a Dynamic Menu from an in-house program (the MENU command).
Invoke a menu line from an application: issue the MENU command with the item ID.
RETURN from an in-house application (the RETURN command). RETURN ends the
application and returns to the highest level—the last main menu, the Sessions menu,
or the PIE final command.

• Write a front-end to invoke a transaction and pass data in a commarea or in the TIOA.
For example, a front-end could read the TIOA to get the user ID, then read a file and
find the social security number for that user, and then invoke the transaction that
requires the social security number, passing the number in the commarea.
Refer to the PIE/CICS Command Reference for information about the API format and
program examples.

Switching to Another VTAM Application
You can PASS or TSWITCH from a program to another VTAM application using an API. Your
application can navigate through different CICS systems containing the transactions and
data you need, transparently to the user.
You must set up the target region for PASS or TSWITCH as documented in “Accessing
Other VTAM Applications” on page 27, and “Running an Application in Another VTAM
APPLID”, beginning on page 60.

Coding the API
At the point your program needs to switch to another VTAM application, XCTL to program
PEXEC with a commarea in the following format:
[PASS|TSWITCH] vtamappl userid/password [data];PROC
That is, you pass it the PASS or TSWITCH command. You may use the encrypted password
format, if you like. The format is discussed in “Coding the Execution String” on page 117 and
in “PCTSPDCX—Logon Message Exit” on page 140 of the Customization Reference manual.
VTAM limits the size of the logon message—that which follows vtamappl—to 224
characters.
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Program Examples
This example executes CEMT I TASK in another CICS system whose VTAM APPLID has
been stored in the CICS-APPL field. PIE/CICS variables pass the user ID and password.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
77 TSS-LENGTH PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 53.
77 CICS-APPL PIC X(8).
01 TS-STRING.
02 TSS-COMMAND PIC X(5) VALUE ’PASS’.
02 TSS-FILL1
PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES.
02 TSS-VTAMAPPL PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.
02 TSS-FILL2
PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES.
02 TSS-LOGONID PIC X(7) VALUE ’&ZUSER.’.
02 TSS-SEPARATE PIC X(1) VALUE ’/’.
02 TSS-PASSWORD PIC X(8) VALUE ’&ZPSWD’.
02 TSS-FILL3
PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES.
02 TSS-DATA
PIC X(16) VALUE ’CMD CEMT IN TASK’.
02 TSS-DELIM
PIC X(1) VALUE ’;’.
02 TSS-PROC
PIC X(4) VALUE ’PROC’.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
.................
.................
MOVE CICS-APPL TO TSS-VTAMAPPL.
EXEC CICS XCTL PROGRAM(’PEXEC’) COMMAREA(TS-STRING)
LENGTH(TSS-LENGTH) END-EXEC.

This example executes program INVNPGM with a commarea of ARG1 ARG2 in another
CICS system whose VTAM APPLID has been stored in the field CICS-APPL. PIE/CICS
variables pass the user ID and the encrypted password.
DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
77 TSS-LENGTH PIC 9(4) COMP VALUE 58.
77 CICS-APPL PIC X(8).
01 TS-STRING.
02 TSS-COMMAND PIC X(5) VALUE ’PASS’.
02 TSS-FILL1
PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES.
02 TSS-VTAMAPPL PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.
02 TSS-FILL2
PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES.
02 TSS-LOGONID PIC X(7) VALUE ’&ZUSER.’.
02 TSS-SEPARATE PIC X(1) VALUE ’%’.
02 TSS-PASSWORD PIC X(8) VALUE ’&ZEPSWD’.
02 TSS-FILL3
PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES.
02 TSS-DATA
PIC X(21)
VALUE ’PGM INVNPGM ARG1 ARG2’.
02 TSS-DELIM
PIC X(1) VALUE ’;’.
02 TSS-PROC
PIC X(4) VALUE ’PROC’.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
.................
.................
MOVE CICS-APPL TO TSS-VTAMAPPL.
EXEC CICS XCTL PROGRAM(’PEXEC’) COMMAREA(TS-STRING)
LENGTH(TSS-LENGTH) END-EXEC.
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